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CASE STUDIES

EXAMINING THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT R&D CONTRACT FUNDING

IN THE EARLY HISTORY OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES

CONTRACT NO. SBA-2633-0A-79

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

This project was to prepare case studies of the early stages of the

evolution and growth of thirty-three currently successful, Innovative

high technology companies. The primary source of Information was an

Interview with a founder of the company. Of particular Importance

were examinations of the factors integral to their commercial success and

the role, If any, played by government research and development contracts

in the company histories.

The following seven hypotheses, formulated to help structure the

study, were generally supported by the case histories:

Hypothesis 1: A long gestation period is required between the
conception of an idea and profitable sales of a high technology
Invention.

Hypothesis 2: Government R&D contracts provided an important
source of cash flow reqUired during the early years of a significant
percentage of these high technology companies.

Hypothes~s 3: Government R&D contracts provided an Important
source of funding for the development of technology and expertise
used commercially by the company.

Hypothesis 4: Most of the cost of innovation occurs not In the
initial .research stage, but rather In the later phase of development,
manufacturing and marketing.

Iv



Hypothesis 5: In those Instances where the government was not
the ultimate buyer of products developed, government R&D contract
money alone was Insuff.lclent to accompl Ish successful commercialization.

Hypothesis 6: Market forces were the critical factor In successful
commercialization. Technology push without market forces was
Insufficient to make a viable business.

Hypothesis 7: The dominance of government R&D contracts In the
growth of a high technology company Is reduced as a function of
Increases In firm size during the company life cycle.

The study documents the enormous technological contribution made by

these companies toward the solution of our nation's social and economic

problems. Tbel r ability to create jobs Is significant, even among the

older, mature companies that normally produce few new jobs.

The ava II ab I II ty of government R&D contracts was frequent Iy an

Important Incentive for companies' formation and a key factor In early

survival. But government funding Is somewhat erratic and undependable

and abrupt changes In government research and procurement policies posed

severe problems for many companies In our study. In addition, procurement

guidelines and procedures tend to inhibit the kinds of market orientation

and business attitudes necessary to commercialize technology.

Some of the other conclusions that seemed significant related to:

the Importance of funding unsolicited proposals; the prevalence of anti-
/"- . ' -'---'---'-'

business attitudes In some government agencies; the strong geographic

variations In the use of government R&D contract funds, the use of SBA

loans and assistance, the role of universities and the role of venture

capital; and the preponderance of companies started by a team of founders

rather than an Individual entrepreneur.

v
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1. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM AND RESEARCH PLAN

1; 1 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM

The lower rate of productivity Increase. and the serious deficits In

International trade experienced by the United States during this last

decade are, In part, caused by a.decllne In Industrial Innovation. Foreign

firms have taken over the technological leadership that previously

belonged to U. S. companies In such Important Industries as auto, steel,

(p~~~nsumer electronics, and a number of categories of

. ~.------lnausTrlal machinery. These problems affect the value of the dollar

relative to other currencle$, job creation and the rate of employment,

and the standard of living In the United States.

documentation Is the report of the joint Sen.te/House committees on

"Underutl Ilzatlon of Small Business In the Nation's Efforts to Encourage

Industrial Innovation", August 9and 10, 1978.

A Domestic Polley Review has been completed In response to President

Carter's concern In this area. There Is Impressive evidence that small

firms have made a disproportionately large contribution to U. S. economic

g...'h 'h,o",h 'ooh."og'o" '00,""'00. '0 '"0""0' o>ob'ood '0"" of I
'\ ~

As an outgrowth of these economic concerns, there has been a great

deal of discussion about how to encourage the development and growth of

the small high technology company. A number of recommendations have been

generated to help Improve the current environment for these companies.

One such proposal Is to set aside a significant portion (for example, 10

percent) of all government R&D funds for small business. Not only might

this lead to creative new technologies for direct government use, but It

Is anticipated that such government funding could lead to technological

Innovations thatwou.ld benefit the economy. Other suggested changes deal
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YEAR OF FOUND ING
GEOGRAPHIC AREA 1946-1957 1958-1968 1969-1978

Boston 6 6 3 15

Milwaukee 1 3 2 5

San Francisco 0 8 4 t,
7 17 9 33

TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF COMPANIES

-'1

w
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Insufficient to make a viable business.

Hypothesis 7: The dominance of gov~rnment R& 0 contracts In the

growth of a high technology company Is reduced as a function of

increases In firm size during the company life cycle.
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The majority of these companies are working on "state of the art"

technology and reinvest significant portions of the capital they generate

Into additional research and development. A number of the founders

seemed to be motivated not only by financial rewards, but also by the

desire to contribute to the solution of societal problems. If the

accomplishments of these companies are a true Indicator, substantial

progress can be made by nurturing and encouraging the participation

of s 1m IIar compan Ies In the econom Ic II fe of our country.

2.2 JOB CREATION

The average annual employment growth rate for 30 of the companies

In our study from founding to 1979 was a remarkable 30 percent1• In

the early years of company growth, when the numbers of employees are

sma I I, a fairly high growth rate Is to be expected. However, there Is

generally II tendency for the job creation rate to level off sharply as

the company matures. While this trend Is certainly evident for these

companies, the last five years stili shows significant job growth.

Table 2 shows the employment growth during the last five years. The

younger companies have higher growth rates, but the oldest companies

stll I contributed almost half of the new jobs.

One other element should be factored Into the total Impact of

these companies on job creation. Several new companies were spawned

from the firms Included In our study (see Case 15). Although It Is

difficult to provide a quantitative measure, It Is clear that these

spin-off companies also created additional jobs.

1 Clear data was not available for three of the companies.
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2.3 GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The case studies clearly document the richness and diversity of

experl ences techno Iogy based compan I as ha~e with the Federa I governm~nt

in their early years of development. The availability of government R& 0

contracts was frequently an Important Incentive for companies' formation

and a key factor In early survival. In some cases, government R&D

contracts provided an Important source ot funding for the development of

techno Iogy and expert Ise Iater used cOlMlerc I all y by the company. In other

cases, the government R& 0 contracts provided a stable financial base

and contrl butedto the tra I til ng and buII d-up of genera I staff competence

and support staff unt II a dear comm~,.cI a I thr~stcou I d be made.

It Is also apparent that the avallabll Ity of government support

crk;
tt
cik

..

played a major role In producing technology related to solving societal

prob I ems. GOvernrrl~ntsupport' can come In var tous forms. One method Is

to fund the research and development ofdesl,.E!i:! technology, as If Is

currently done In areas such asllealth care and solar energy. Tile government

can create a nlarketby subs I d I zing the c6nsumers of the product ,such as

equipment for university research laboratories 6r kidney dialysis equlpmenf.

FI naII y, the government can create a market by lssu I"g regu Iat ions that

require certain kinds of equipment for compliance. There Is a great deal

of power available to the government through these various mechanisms and

care should be exercised to Insure that It Is used fairly and wl!iely.

2.3.1 POLICY CHANGES

Government funds frequently proved to be a mixed blessing.

GOvernment funding Is somewhat erratic and undependable, and the rules
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Some of the reasons relate to the difference In behavior modes

necessary to succeed In government markets as compared to commercial

markets. In looking for R& 0, the government Is primarily concerned

with the technology and whether It Is of use In highly specialized, non

cost sensitive areas.

/

~~
If

2.

3.

4.

The general procurement guidelines and accounting procedures required

for government R &0 contract sales tend to Inhibit the kinds of market

orientation and business attitudes necessary to commercialize technology.

A number of companies that eventually became extremely successful

commercially did so by acquisition and not by pursuing the technology

they had developed under government contract. Some of the problems

are the following:

1. Many government agencies wi II not give a company

exclusive rights to patents developed under contract.

Market research Is not an allowable overhead expense.

Limits on allowable bid and proposal expenses and

Independent R &0 expenses are unreasonably low,

especially for a new company.

nterest paid on money borrowed Is not an allowable

overhead expense (even when It Is due to the government's

delay In paying Its bill s}.

5. Cost sharing Is often reqUired.

Another problem related to government policies Is the Insensitivity

of many government agencies to technological changes and ImprQvements.

Procurement specifIcatIons often Include the design criteria as well as

those for performance. Bureaucrats are frequently Intransigent In their
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related and the propenslt~when In doubt) to give money out In large

segments to we II known coepan Ies , a II. work against the deve Iopmerrt of

new, exciting technlca.1 advances.

2.3.4 DIRECT SUPPORT AND ASSISTANCE

A small number of companies In the study made use of SElA loan

guarantees. Most viewed such loans as unable to meet their needs and

never considered applying. Several companies provided testament to the

positive results obtained In exporting through the aid of the Department

of Commerce. Several mentioned the importance of both the encouragement

received and the subsidy available for attending International trade

shows. One company mentioned the excellent help received through the

SBA SCORE and ACE programs.

2.3.5 ANTI-BUSINESS ATTITUDES

One problem that came up several times was .the Inability of small

business to receive basic research support from certain agencies,

especially NSF and NIH, which primarily fund research at university and

non-profit Institutions. In fact, their Ideas are not even given a fair

hearing. One company, that wished to gain support for basic research to

better understand the scientific underpinnings of Its technology,

created a non-profit laboratory facility. The non-profit Institution

was .able to obtain bes lc research funds to pursue the originally

proposed research. While most people were in favor of government

~.
, ._-

Xi -"

support of basic research, there was resentment that In those cases

where a profit making business could do the work better than another

Institution at no additional cost, It stili was denied the opportunity

1'0 do so.

'>.

\L/__------------
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Into the future."

"In 1972, the company decided to develop a commercial product

In the gas analyzer business and introduce It on the market. In

1973, the companymilde the first sale of thEl product. Thecompany

tried to enter the auto emission markef In 1974, but the product

didn't gain acceptance until 1979."

"EvEln though the company was formed In 1965, they didn't

make their flrstmaJor delivery of II product until October, 1967."

Hypothesis 2: Government R&D contracts provided an Important

source of cash flow required during the early years of a significant

percentage of these high technology companies.

15 of the companies relied on government funding In their

early years for more than 50 percent of sales, with 14 companies

counting on this source of funds for more than 75 percent of their

sales. As an average, government funding, both direct and Indirect,

accounted for 46 percent of sales. These sales figures were derived

from f Irstyear sales. Iff Irst year sa Ies amounted to zero, the

f Irstyear when the company made a .saIe was used as a reference

point.

Hypothesis 3: Government R&D contracts provided an Important

source of funding for the development of technology and expertise

used commercially by the company.

22 of the 33 companies examined noted that government R&D

contracts provided an Important source of funding for the development

of techno logy In terms rang Ing from "cruc Ia I" to "I nd Irect Iy so",

v ~ _

~
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16 of the 33 have gone pUblic, with 8 of these 16 attributing

a need for additional 'capital as the main reason,

F~

,-.

Hypothesis 6: Market forceS were the critical factor in successful

commercialization. Technology push without market forces was

insufflc:lElnt to niakea viable business.

Of the 32 companies addressing this question, 28 of these

firims pointed out the importance of market forces in the company

growth. Four of the companies point to their unique technologies

as reason for success, but two of these firms cited a lack of a

defined market as being an obstacle that caused severe problems,

and a subsequent reappraisal of values. Several companies were

formed by founders who identified a market nee~ first, proceeded

to put together the technology necessary to provide what was

needed and finally go on the market with it. A number of these

companies were successful In a relatively short period of time

(see Cases 3, 24, 33).

Hypothesis 7: The dominance of government R& D contracts In. the

growth of a high technology company is reduced as a function of

increases In firm size during the company life cycle.

Todayonly,10 of the 33 firms rely on government business,

direct or indirect, for more than 50 percent of their sales. This

contrasts with 15'of the companies relying on more than one~half

government work in their first year of sales. Only 6 of .the 33

compan Ies today re Iy on government. bus Iness for more than 75 percent

of their revenues, as opposed to )4 companies relying on more than

75 percent government work in their first year of sales.

"---------------'--------------- '._---
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GOVERNMENT PREVIOUS
UNIVERSITY SPONSORED INDUSTRIAL

TOTAL RESEARCH RESEARCH EMPLOYER OTHER
NO. OF COMPANIES NO. % NO. % NO. j NO. %

Boston 15 9 60 12 80 6 40 0 0

Milwaukee 6 1 17 0 0 2 33 3 50

San Francisco 12 2 17 5 42 7 63 3 25

FOUNDED

1946-1957

1958;...1968

1969-1978

TOTAL

7

17

9

33

5

4·

3

12

71

24

33

36

TABLE 3

5

9

3

17

71

53

33

52

2

8

5

15

29

47

55

45

o

4

2

6

o

24

22

18

..
'"

SOURCES OF ORIGINAL TECHNOLOGY
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fund research and development or to cover cash flow when sales grew

very rapidly. Founders talked repeatedly of the difficulty in raising

capital, especially for the very high risk early stages. Table 4 shows

a summary of the tota I amount of cap ita I Investment by reg ion and year

of founding.

The sharp increase in the Federal capital gains tax during the

early 1970's had an Indirect but pervasive and deleterious effect on

the high technology sma I I business sector of the economy. During the

1960's, considerable high risk financing was available for high

technology start ups. This supply was due In part to the exlstance of

a large public market for high technology company stock through which the

venture capital ist could easily recover his Investment. With the Increase

In the capital gains tax, the market for new stock Issues essentially

disappeared, leaving the venture capital community with no means for

recovering investments. As a result, venture capital avoided high

risk ventures in favor of "sure bets" thereby el imlnating supplies of

early financing for high technology companies. During the early i970's

high technology company formation activity dropped close to zero

nationwide.

In the words of one of the founders of a successful, mature company:

Most companies that fall do so because they don't h8ve
enough money to get off the ground. Venture capital is
hardly going to risk Its funds when IRS will take away
any return It gets on Its investment. The recent r 4a .1..
reduct Ion In the cap Ita I ga Ins tax shou Id he Ip, but~.P" 17",
not enough. So many good Ideas are lost because no one
Is willing to put up the money necessary to develop ·them.

Founders complain that under the.present situation, If they wish to

sel I the company, they are almost forced to sell to a public company so

et"",Jrc
I.:.J I IC"t rrd !
'1~ irlJ

fl'c.,t:
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they can carry out a tax free exchange of stock.

2.9 INDIVIDUAL FOUNDER OR TEAM

It was observed that many of the most successful companies were

started by a team of founders. This seemed to produce more willingness

to use the knowledge and experience of various people and to pull in

business and management help as needed. This contrasted with the

Individual founder who sometimes was unwi Illng to relinquish control of

any aspect of the business, even where he had limited experience. In

genera I, the compan Ies that ach Ieved commerc Ia I success had someone as

part of the management team who was oriented toward management and

marketing and not simply a technologist. Table 5 shows the preponderance

toward team founders, especially among the larger firms.

2.10 EXPORT SALES

The data we received related to export sales was somewhat Incomplete.

We do know that seven of the companies do at least 20 percent of their

business overseas and a minimum of 13 of the companies have some overseas

sales. The companies most active in export activities sel I state of the

art high technology products in such fields as medical and scientific

Instrumentation, electronics and telecommunications.
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3. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

There are a number of changes in Federal procedures, pol icies, and

regulations that could greatly Improve the ability of innovative high

technology companies to contribute to the technical needs and economic

strength of the Un Ited States. It I sc] ear from the compan Ies we

ment supported sales opportunities does provide an incentive for the

exam I ned, that the ava II ab I Ii ty of R&D contract funds and other govern- ~~

establishment of new firms. In return, the small high technology

company frequently does an outstanding job of solving difficult technical

problems for 1:he governnrElli'f~:" TfTfie~ aim Is also ;0 ~~~~~:;~~~ 'C~mpa'r{i~>s"'~':;2, ~
_~_~_.~"_r- ~~_

(
~~~ab I I S h a viable commercial business and get their technology into '\

widespread use, then changes, especially in government procurement policy )1
nd capital formation areas are critical.
'- -'~""~~~;'_'"""'='''''''==='''''''''~='''"_''_.,.__~.>r~=_'~''~~''='>;''<'~<;''''"">.=~...,,._-,~=N"",,~""'"-"-~--

The fol lowing recommendations are based on the results of the

cases stud ied :

1. A significant proportion of government research and

development contracts in all agencies should be set

r-:
aside for smal I business. Provisions should

included for the funding of some unsolicited
be I
proposals.

2. Procurement attitudes and regulations should be changed /

to be more consistent with standard commercial business

practices and to remove the problems listed earlier in

Section 2.3.2. Whenever possible procurements should be

awarded on the basis of total price and a set of

performance standards, not on how the company's accounting
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. 4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1 SELECTION OF COMPANIES

The pr~llferatlonof high technology companies In the Boston and

San Francisco areas made them logical areas for inclusion In the study.

The Milwaukee area was chosen as a representative region where the number

of successful high technology companies Is much smaller, although there

Is a considerable amount of industry. The fact that our company Is

located in the Boston area and we were able to obtain the services of

competent subcontractors to carry out the field work in San Francisco

and Milwaukee clearly contributed to our choice of geographic regions.

Us Ing severa I Ioca I resources , as we I I as a number of compan ies

known to us personally, a I ist of possible companies was compiled for

each region,. Information on their year of founding, field of technology,

government invo.lvement,current sales, etc., was gathered from many

Informal sources to form a profile of the company. A number of companies

were eliminated when it became clear that a founder would not be available

for an interview or the Initial Information was too I imlted to be useful.

Several companies were selected as first priority because of known

government Involvement, innovative activities, and close personal

contacts with founders. Additions were made to the list based on

covering the broadest range of company characteristics possible. The

characteristics considered during the selection process included:

field of technology -- Included electronics, computers,

energy, chemicals, food technology,

optics, medical Instrumentation,

pharmaceuticals, etc•

. \<,'----------------------------------------
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were able to obtain some historical Information about the company before

the Interview.

4.3 INFORMATION ORGANIZATION AND CASE STUDY PREPARATION

The Information obtained from both general sources and the Interview

was organ Ized In severa I ways. First, a quest lonna Ire form was f I I Ied out

which organltedthe Information by specific categories:

Founders

Fund Ing HIstory

Technological History and Investment

Sales and Market History

Employment History

Key Factors and Events

This process was most useful for recording factual and numerical Information

and formed the basis for the fables in this report.

The Information provided about each company was put Into a narrative

form so that not simply numerical facts, but also the relative significance

of various factors and key events could be put In proper perspective. Company

identities were protected by generalizing the Information, especially the

specifics of the technology. The format chosen after consideration of

several alternatives, consists of the following sections:

Company Development and Technological History

Financial History

Sales and Employment History1

Government Involvement

Significant Events and Key Factors

1 In the case studies, Indirect Government Sales are defined as sales to a
non-governmental organization where the funds used to purchase the product/service
are supplied by the government.
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33CASE #1

COMPANy DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The.company was founded In 1968 to pursue two basic I ines of research

and deve Iopment. The fl rst rei ated fo basic pump Ing techno logy, with

particular attention to the medical area. Thesecbnd research area of

Interest related to gas spectrometers. The two focuses have remained,

and today are reflected In the corporate organization. Of the four

founders, however, only two remain with the company; one headlng·each

of the company's two divisions.

Within six months of its founding, the company had Its first

government sponsored R&D contract. It Is apparent the founders of

this company had entered preliminary negotiations relating to this

contract wh lie wi ththe Ir previous Ioca I R&D employers. The nature

of the contract, while not directly ,competitive, was an outgrowth of

the res.earchconducted wh II e with these previous emp Ioyers.

Fol lowing the Initial R&D contract In 1969, the company continued

as a largely government sponsored R&D service operation until the

1971-1972 period. At this point, the company experienced severe financial

pressures as a result of one particular contract. This one difficult

experience almost put the company out of business and brought about some

significant changes In the organization and Its business philosophy.

In 1972, the company finally decided to develop a commercial product in

the gas analyzer business and Introduce it In the market. The company

also changed Its name and experienced Its first profitable year of

operations.

In 1973, the company made its first sale of their gas analyzer

product. This Initial sale eventually lead to a Ilcensing/royaity

arrangement with a major firm and has provided a positive cash flow that

has been highly beneficial to the overall operation.
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In equity money. ThIs last Investment brought the total equity

participation to $800,000. AI I other fInancIal needs have been met

35

through debt financing. It Is anticipated the 1980 sales level should

reach $8.0 mil lion, and Is largely reflective of the sales growth in the

gas analyzer product line. At this time, outside investors hold 80

percent of the company with the remaining 20 percent held by employees

(this Includes stock options).

The company has a small equity base for a company of this size, and

has relied heavily on debt financing for theIr growth needs. This has

not been easy, the banks have often asked for guarantees from the financial

backers, which the financial backers have refused to give. The result

has been very dIfficult In terms of shoppIng around for operating capital,

often beIng In the position of having to take less than favorable

conditions. The company did not feel they would be el igible for any

government loan guarantee programs.

The company recognizes their success was not, and is not, tied to

government sponsored R&D. The obvious difference In success in the

two divisions has underscored this point. To a large extent, the difference

In the two divisIons is one of degree: the one has relied on R&D contracts,

and the other has developed products but Is stl I I largely sel ling in a

market that Is directly government sponsored, or directly created by

government action.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

YEAR

1968 $

SALES

23,000

%DIRECT
GOVERNMENT

100

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

4

1979 $2,000,000 65 62
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company was founded In 1970 by three faculty members and a

research associate of a major university, who had done extensive

research on the appl ication of electronic technology to the communications

problems of the deaf, blind and non-oral. During the 1969-70 period,

it had become apparent that some of the research at the university was

rapidly approaching a product stage. Since production of these devices

was deemed Inappropriate for the university, the founders set up their

own company. They received funding from two private investors and the

university.

Operations did not begin unti I the f o l low lnq year (1971), when the

company rece ived a procu rement contract f rom a government agency for

fifty of the units developed in the university research labs. The

contract included allowances for tool ing and start~up costs. At this

point, the company hired 10 to 15 employees, using their initial

funding to cover cash flow. The company has been profitable since that

time.

In the early days, the company rei ied heavily on the university's

continuing research for new products. As time has passed, there have

been changes. Since then, the company has established some In-house

R&D capabi Iities as well as researCh relationships with many other

universities. The development of this information stream has been

greatly facilitated by the founders credibility in the academic

community, and the relatively narrow focuS of their attention on

communication aids for the haodicapped. The management decision to

focus on this area has developed a full network of contributors in

the academic community who, in turn, fully understand the company's

objectives.
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have taken place without government support.

On the other hand, the company takes a very strong positlon<with

regard to return on equity, and as a result has managed to prosper

even with the ups and downs of government funding and a very limited

special ized market.

39

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The company views i tse If as be l ng better qua I if jed to eva Iuate

the technical issues associated with the introduction of a product

than a pure research oriented operation. This would appear to be a

very sound decision since they have managed to tIe themselves into

the research operatIons of the greater U. S.academic community.

The company would not have been formed nor would it contInue

to operate without government sponsored research and marketplace

fInancing. The company has been able to maintain a relatively

narrow focus. This has been possible due to'theearly market

defInition and interest.

The company .has patent pr:otectlon ona number of its products,

and feels without that protection, they would not be able to survive

in theIr narrow market area. The company has had I ittle diffIculty

maintainIng its patents, and has greatly benefited by I icensing and

other arrangements with other firms in related businesses.

The company has had a relatively steady growth rate of 20 percent

per year. i979 sales were at the $8 mil I Ion level.
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In addition to the early financial suppor~ the aerospace firm provided

information and I icenslng agreements plus the use of their science

center at a cost plus very nominal fee. Whi Ie the use of the faci I ities

and the technology exchange were obviously advantageous to the new firm,

no commercial products have been developed from this union.

Following the initial round of funding, the company had one additional

offering in 1971 during which they sold four mil lion shares at i32 eael,.

In general, the company relies on short-term financing to cover its

operating costs. Short term borrowing wi II run from $0 to $100 mi II ion

in any given period.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT %INDIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT GOVERN~IEln EMPLOYMEiH

1969 $ 30,000,000 0 100 500

1974 $200,000,000 0 95 3000

1977 $500,000,000 0 90 7000

1979 $800,000,000 0 90 9000

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company views the governmental contract business as an art.

Major contractors know how to bid such contracts; i.e., this is their

business and they do not make fool ish bids. In the waste water business,

the municipal governments select the lowest bidder, often ignoring or not

making any allowances for the normal safeguards associated with contractor

pre-qual ifications. As a result, responsible contractors are often

put in the pos i t Ion of dea ling with other contractors who are II tora II y

not qualified to do the work. The rAsult Is a project that do"sn't

perform. The resu It of th i s fa II ure is often a law su it aga Inst the
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three years from the Idea stage to the product entering market. In

mining products, this cycle Is eighteen months.
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SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

% DIRECT %INDIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1965 0 0 4

1975 $1,900,000 0 40 50

1979 $7,000,000 0 20 160

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company has received no direct federal ald. Much of the company's

technology, however,'was developed under government sponsorship, when

the founders were working at the university cyclotron lab. Further,

the company's products are sold In markets that, both In the U.S. and

abroad, are largely government supported.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The two key factors In the company's history are its original

fa II ureto perform market research ,and the development of its overseas

market. The company perceived a need for smaller cyclotrons, and began

manufacturi ng before a rea I market had been Ident Ifled and deve loped.

Because the company was grounded In an Idea, rather than sound business

practice, there was a two year lag time before delivery of Its first

product, and the company spent several years In a severe deficit position.

In the late 1960's, the company began to pursue an overseas market.

By 1970, 23 percent of Its sales were exports. Since t~en, exports have

accounted for 60 to 94 percent of the company's total sales.
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equity interests. In 1978, the company did establ ish an Employee

Stock Ownership Trust. In doing this, the company did benefit in the

amount of $320,000 through the repurchase of some of the original shares

at lesS thad their 1978 value and through the sale of some treasury

shares. The company has· rei ied heavi lyon bank borrowing to finance its

cash flow needs. This debt financing has caused some problems in its

relationship with government agencies and wi I I be discuSsed later.

The company's current business is divided into roughly three parts:

40 percent state and federal government, 40 percent industry and 20

percent international. The international business is largely supported

through AID monies.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%01 RECT
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT

1968 $ 900,000 60

1973 $ 4,000,000 53

1975 $ 9,000,000 50

1979 $20,000,000 42

% limlRECT
GOVERNMENT

*

*

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

20

130

210

400

,

I

l,

*lmpossible to estimate indirect government sales, .but the

amount would be significant.

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company rei ies heavily on direct and indirect governmental

support for its activities. This relationship has not been without its

difficulties. This company is in a business that does not have patent

protection, and the appl ication of copyright protection is not effective.

As a result, they rely largely on trade secrets and I icensing agreements.
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work the company points out was necessary to successfully complete the

assignment. On several occasions, they have found the procurement'section

of the same agency wil I not al low reimbursement for this additional work

because It was not spec if iedi n the initial ccrrtrect ,

The company has also been critical of state and municipal practices

of relying heavily on the iowest bid concept In awarding contracts. While

the company recognizes the political and o~her problems associated with

other contracting practices, they P?lnt out many state and municipal

units of government are not qual ified to evaluate bidders, or do not

pay enough attention to pre-qualifying bidders. The company feels the

current practice of this pol icy wi II, in many cases, guarantee the state

or mun ic i pa I agency will not rece ive the best, product, and wi I lin the

end, cost the taxpayer more money.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The most Important factor In the company's success was the recognition

of the initial opportunity. The recognition came about largely because

the three founders were working together in an environment that promoted

original thinking and, ,in fact, created the opportunity.

The second key factor was the accounting firm's sponsorship of

the company's early operations. Whi.le subsequent history indicates the

efforts might have been successful without the assistance of the

account i ng firm, It is not c Iear that founders wou Id have been wi I ling

to take the risk without the security of the accounting firm's support,

Another factor in the company's development was the founders' abi I ity

to obtain debt financing to cover their cash flow between the time they

sold a contract and the time they received payment for the service. It

should be remembered the formative years for this company was not a period
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company was founded In 1967 by an engineer (Founder 1) whose

pr Inet pa I Interest was In the area of g Iass to meta I sea Is, and a

businessman (Founder 2). They decld~d to strike out on their own when

their previous employer exhibited little Interest In the flash lamp

business. Shortly after the founding of the company, they were joined

by two other men whose primary Interests were In ceramic to metal seal

technology. These four men had foreseen the need .for a company to

produce a specialty lamp for a variety of uses. The other firms In the

lamp business d ld not feel this market was a large enough one to justify

their Interests.

The Initial sale of this technology was In OEM sales to the Xerox

company for use In the Ir copy mach Ines. After th Is sa Ie,. the company

concentrated on sales In the OEM market. This concentration and the

prosperity associated with the Xerox contract came to a sudden end In

1970 during the general business downturn. ThIs downturn came at a

particularly bad time for this company. When the downturn came with

Its associated contract cancellations, the company was forced to lay

off a large portion of Its work force and salaried people were put on

half pay. With the business rapidly deteriorating, the company's banker

helped them secure an SBA guaranteed loan. During this period, the

founders were forced to pledge al I of their personal property as security

on the existing loans. Fortunately, the business began to pick up

shortly after this period, and the SBA financing was replaced with

conventional financing. Employees who. had been on half pay were

offered the opportunity to take their back pay In stock or cash, and

the company was back on Its feet. It should be noted that this offer of

stock In I leu ~f pay was the last dilution of the company's ownership.
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

There are three significant factors In this company's history. The

first was the decl s ion by the founders that there rea II y was a market for

a specialty lamp manufacturer and their ability to attract the necessary

venture capital.

The second major factor was the dissolution of their original

market. The final and major factor was the ability of the company

founders to pick the company up from a dlsasterous crash and put It

back on its feet.
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as chairman of the board of directors. After his Initial review of the

founders activities, the new chairman of the board fired one of the original

partners who had.been acting as president of the company. This founder

left the company and went off to start his own non-competing electronics

firm. The remaining partner was made a vice president and placed In

charge of the product development. A new president was brought In to take

charge of the company. ~

In early 1971, the company Introduced a new product based on their

orlglnal eff9rts. This product Incorporated other existing technologies

to produce a far superior product to anything then on the market. In

simple terms, the product measured the light refraction from a particle

suspended In Ilqu Id. Wh II e most compet ing products could perform thh

task, they measured the light refraction at right angles to the particle.

ThIs company deve loped a process to measure th Is II ght refract Ion as It

was projected In front of the particle. This. process allowed measurement

of solids suspended In liquids, with obvious Implications In waste water

treatment. The company's product has met with success in the industrial

sector. FoIlow Ing the i ntroduct Ion of th is product, the company cont Inued

to refln~ Its technology and now has twelve products based on their

original concept.

In addition, the company has made a number of acquisitions, bothdf

small companies with useful technolog.les, and of specl.fic technology from

larger companies. These acquisitions should lead to greater product

diversity and thus widen markets.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company's first round of financing was the $150,000 in venture

capital the founders raised from friends and relatives. This financing

supported their development of a quality control device for the canning
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GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

Th'Ef most ,important relationship this company has had with the federal

government has been extremely negative. When the company Introduced their

new product to measure the size of suspended particles, the EPA regulations

ca II edfor a spec if lei nstrument to measure part lei e size. Th is spec If Ic

instrument was even called out by manufacturer and model number. The

company attempted to convince the EPA of the merits of their product, to

no avail. It was only over the course of time that the company was able

to organize enough companies In the particle measurement business to

convince the federal agency to change the specifications to the extent

that the term "or equivalent" was added. Even this modification did not

al low for any measurement other than right angle measurement, even though

the forward measurement is recogn Ized to be super lor In Industry. In

order to meet the federal agency specifications, as modified, the company

had to go back and develop a right angle measuring device, which the

company claims is not as good as their original device •.

This experience, as described above, has been a continuing source of

irritation to the company and has been going on for over eight years. To

further the controversy, the company now feels the manufacturer cal led out

In the specifications Is Infringing on Its patent rights with a new product

It Is·currently introducing.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

Two major factors shaped this company's history, the col lapse of

Its original market and the terms of Its second round of financing.

The founders had originally developed a quality control device for

the canning Industry. Shortly after they brought the device to market,

the market col lapsed, thereby forcing the founders to apply their technology

to the development of another product for another market. Their new product
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This company was founded in 1972 by an engineer from a large research

laboratory who sought to develop the first commercial application of I iq~id

crystal fluorescence, a scientific curiosity that had been discovered,

nearly eighty years before. Initial sales were'excluslvely to the consumer

products market and were of a fad nature. The product met with a great

deal of success +n its early years with sales reaching $2.9 mi II Ion in its

second year of existence. However, since barriers to entry into this

market were small, and the original patent had not been Issued, several

sma+1 companies entered the field and price cutting began. The impact of

this condition can be seen in the fol lowing comparison: By the end of

1974, the company had achieved sales of $3 ml I I Ion with a pre-tax profit

of $850,000; the fol lowing year, sales also reached the $3 mil lion. level,. ,

but the company lost $850,000. As a result of this situation, the company

went into Chapter 11 reorganization in late 1975.

The company made an unusually rapid recovery from Its Chapter 11

status as a result of several key moves made before reorganization. Even

as prices were falling, and the parent company was losing contrel of its

own manUfacturIng costs, the ~ompany had acquired certain assets and product

lines from another company In a similar business. By far the greatest of

these assets was the president of the other company, who had been one of

the leading scientists in technological innovation in this field. This

gentlemen assumed control of product development for the merged companies.

Within two years, the company had improved Its technology and had Introduced

products superior to anything then on the market. In addition, It had

filed for and been granted fourteen U.S. patents and a number of parel lei

foreign patents.

Because of this basic technological strength, the company was able



The company's Initial financing was $10,000 the founder raised to

FINANCIAL HISTORY
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set up manufacturing of the company's original commercial product.

During the company's period of rapid growth, the founder raised an additional

$40,000 from venture capital. In 1976, one of these investors supplied

$50,000 to the company during Its Chapter 11 reorganization, which both

hastened the reorganization process and kept the company afloat.

In 1977, the reorganized company brought In $50,000 of working

capital through the sale of preferred stock to an SBIC. These funds

enabled the company to make the necessary acquisitions and developments

to establish Its three major product lines, which between 197'7 and 1979

brought In another $320,000 In venture capital.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT %INDIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT· GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1972 0 ° °
1974 $3,000,000 ° 0 75

1979 $3,000,000 0 15 60

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company's InvolVement with the government has been varied. The

government has been an Indirect source of technology and financing. It

has a Iso been a source of tremendous consterne-t ion with regard to new product

regulations.

The founder of this company was preViously employed in a research

capacity In a research organIzation that does a significant amount of

governmenta I research. There Is noth ing thatwou Id IndIcate the product

manufactured by the company had anything directly to do with the government
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in the midwest would have an adverse affect on their manufacturing process.

The eventual recognition of this difficulty has resulted in a consolidated,

prof Itab Ie company re located inCa I i forn 1a.
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The company has been profitable since 1975.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company's original financing was $200,000 In private capital

65

raised by the founder ..After the company's merger with a telecommunications

firm In 1969, It raised working capital through a private stock offering.

In 1971, the company decided to move into the computer field. It

financed Its Initial forays with profits from Its telecommunications

work. Unfortunately, by 1974, this new venture forced the company Into

Chapter 11 reorganization. No information Is avaIlable on company

financing since reorganization In 1975.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT %INDIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1967 $ 500,000 100 ° 60

1970 $ 700,000 ° 10 65

1972 $ 750,000 ° 15 95

1973 $ 500,000 ° 15 95

1976 $ 800,000 5 10 35

1979 $3,500,000 ° 15 55

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company was originally involved in the space program, and like

many companies In the electronic business, experienced the boom or bust

nature of government sponsored programs. Their experience In the component

business has been quite different. The company has had a contract with

GSA to supply telecommunications products to government Instal lations.

After one year, the company elected not to renew the contract due to the

excessive cost of the paper Involved In the contract. As an alternative,
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENt AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The Initial work and concept relating to the primary product of this

company was started in 1964 by a doctor at one of the major local

hospitals. The Intent was to develop a low cost lens to assist in the

correction of eye defects In chi Idren. Ely 1969, five years later, the

doctor had developed the lenses and formed a company. The formation of

the company was financed by a limited stock offering of $1.7 million.

As was Indicated earlier, the doctor had developed his product prior

to forming the company. The product he developed was Intended tof-eplace

the wedge shaped prisms being used to correct eye defects (crossed eyes,

etc.l with low cost paste-on Fresnel lenses. To accomplish this objective,

the doctor took the Init Ia I Inves'tmerrr and hIred f If teen fu II-t Ime

salesmen to cover the eye care market In the U.S. While there was some

InIti a.1 Interest exh IbIted by dIstr Ibutors, the bas lc response was not

positive. Eye care doctors did not want to be In the business of pasting

on lenses, and the people In the business of preparing lenses did not

want to do the work, because they did not feel It was professional. There

was a strong suspicion the profit margins were also too low. In short,

after expending approximately $600,000, it became apparent that this was

not going to be a successful marketing campaign, regardless of the merits

of the product.

The first three years of company operation were at a loss. Then

just as things looked darkest, a contact was made with a major manufacturer

of Instant cameras that resulted In a major contract for the company. The

company became the sole source supplier for one of the most popular instant

cameras sold In the U.S., and remains In that position today. By 1974,

the company had sales of $2 mil I lon, of which 65 percent were lenses for

the Instant camera. At that poInt, the company produc Ing the Instant
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

In 1953, a large U.S. conglomerate bought a majority interest In

a smal I company manufacturing simulation devices for guidance equipment.

The sma I I company continued to operate Independently for five more years.

During this period, a new president was appointed. In 1958, the company

was brought Into the conglomerate's corporate structure. The former

president became the Division Manager. As time passed, several difficulties

became evident. First, the division was so small, It was virtually lost

In the corporate structure. Second, the division was profitable and
.~~-

could take care of its operating needs but being such a smal I part of

the operation, the division was unable to get funds al located for new

product research and development. This situation continued for three

years.

In 1961, the former President and Division Manager raised $300,000

through a pUblic offering to 250 individuals and started a new business.

The new business, In effect, introduced the second generation of the product

being marketed by the conglomerate; what he had spent three years trying

to get the conglomerate to do. The new company received its first order

three months after it opened Its doors for business. Whi Ie the company

did not make a profit in its first year of operation, by the end of the

second year, the company's products had forced the conglomerate's

competing products from the marketplace. The new company then purchased,

at a very reasonable price, the tooling and drawings for the products

the conglomerate was withdraWing foom the market. The company viewed

th is move as a goodw i I I gesture to the cong Iomerate' s former customers

who would need service for their existing equipment. It is to be

presumed these same customers would be buying new equipment at some

later date.
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rather than a catastrophy. They stl I I remember the case with considerable

II I feel ings toward the government auditors, however.

This is a company that does business with the government, knows their

business and understands their customer. They are thoroughly famil iar

with the process under which they .I ive and prosper under conditions that

cause difficulty for others. Whl Ie they have occassional Iy been bothered

by the .15 percent set asi de prov ls lons coupled with slow audits, or a

di ff Icu It procurement off icer ,they at-e not hes Itant to ca 11 whomever cou 1d

help, If they feel payment Is being unnecessari Iy delayed. They are also

quick to point out properly processed progress payments are paid by the

DOD as fast or faster than many of their commercial customers. The

company knows and understands the advantages they have as a smal I business

and takes ful I advantage of their position.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The Impetus for founding this company was clearly the inability of

a large firm to recognize and accommodate the needs of a sma I I, innovative

division. The parent company was inhibiting the technological investment

in R&D necessary to stay competitive and to keep competent technical

staff. Another factor was probably the aval labl I Ity of money through the

publ ic market in 1961. It is I ikely that simi lar start-up financing for

a comparable amount of money today would be very difficult to obtain.

The company's abi lity to purchase the tool Ings and drawings from the

old parent company probably also had a major positive effect. By

providing service to previous customers, the new company gained access to

some of the major potential users of their newer equipment.
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with a minerals exploration company. The objective was to form a jointly

owned company that would develop products fortheoi I well Industry, various

forms of minerai analysis, and participate In the AEC's Plowshare Program.

In 1972, the company acquired all of the rights to the joint venture and

the company's stock owned by the former partner was sold on the open

market, In 1975, this venture was dissolved.

In 1969, the company acquired a company manufacturing large precision

magnets for the high energy particle research. In this case, the company

developed the rudementary forms for an Ion Implantation system. During

this period, the company also developed a working relationship with one

of the giants In the 'developing semiconductor field. In the end, the company

once again lost Interest and the acquisition was sold. In this case, it

Is Interesting to note several of the Individuals working on this project

left to form their own company when the'parent decided to grve up the

business. These Individuals joined others Interested in this area of

development and are currently doing quite wei I.

In 1969, the company went public seiling 600,000 shares at 8t per

share. The proceeds from this Sale were principal Iy used to finance

the commercial ventures described above, particularly the desk top

calculator. As has been noted previously, the company's sales reaChed

$18 million In 1970, but by 1971, they were down to $14 ml l ll on , and by

1972,they were down to $9 million. These were difficult times for this

company. Its main product , R&D, just was not sell ing and the company's

previous efforts at developing commercial products had not been successful.

Nevertheless, the main reason for the big drop In 1972 was the- termination

of three major research projects, two for the convenience of the government

and one due to Its completion

The company continued to operate at the $9 0111 lion level through 1974
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profits increased rapidly. In 1969, the company went pUblic, and raised

about $5 million. This money was used primarily to finance the various

acquIsitions and attempts at commercialization. The details can be found

in the history section.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1963 $ 300,000 100 20

1964 $ 1,300,000 100 50

1969 $10,200,000 90 600

1970 $18,000,000 95 700

1972 $ 9,000,000 90 300

1975 $ 9,000,000 90 300

1979 $16,000,000 95 400 •

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

This Is a company that Is almost solely Involved in government

sponsored research. Simi lar to other companies Interviewed, the company

indicated the DOD Is the agency It prefers to deal with primarily because

It appears to have a better understanding of the Industrial research

environment. The company also deals with DOE, NASA and HEW and did not

have any specific negative comments about their business relations with

any of them. In fact, there was an amazing correlation between the responses

from this company and the one covered by case #11. In both situations,

the companies were oriented toward business with government or other

government suppliers with few, If any, commercial products.

One additional It"lm of Interest was In relationship to the Introduction
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FINANCIAL HISTORY

Founders 1 and 2 obtained the company's original financing in 1963 f.rom

a private Investor industrial firm very much Interested In technological

Innovat Ion and he Iping sma I I firms ge1- started. The company rece Ived $25,000

in materials and services in exchange for 25 percent of its stock. The

Investor also provided Founder 2 with lab space in the Investor's own

building. The company used the funds for setting up the lab, product R&D

cash flow.

Unfortunately, Founder 2 and the Investor did not get along personally

and parted company after nine months. In 1964, the company received $108,000

from a very large firm for 25 percent of the company's stock and a member

seat on the company's board of directors. The company used $33,000 of

these funds to buy back the original investor's stock. The other $75,000 it

devoted to setting up a new lab, cashif low andR & D.

In 1967, a second large and different firm pa Id the company $650,000 for

22 percent of Its stock. Later, about 12 percent of the common stock was

sold to another and different Industrial firm for $400,000. This money was

again used for Method B R&D. Also, In 1967, the company received a $220,000

government R&D contract fora specific Method B medical device. After 18

months ,when the product seemed v lab le , the company obta Ined an add Itiona I

$900,000 for product development. This financing rOlJndhad three sources:

the federal agency as a government contracf; a very large health care products

company In exchange for a patent license; andth'e founders I persona i funds

as a loan. The outside company became hesitant about the device and Its

marketability and sold back Its Interest to the company for less than Its

Investment, since the rest would have been paid In t~~es.

With the profits realized from the medical device royalties, as wei I as

Its development of Industrial applications for Method B technology, the
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biomedical divisions.

In 1979, however, the company made a corporate decision to curtal I

al I government work. The company's application of separation technology

to the automobile Industry had been highly successful. The board of

directors, which had never felt comfortable with government work, viewed

this as a clear Indication that true corporate success lay in further

Industrial ventures rather than government contracts. They were very

anxious not only to Increase profits above amounts allowed for government

R&D, but also to free the company from bureaucra~ic paperwork and

constant writing of proposals to procurement officers.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The three Important factors In the company's success ~were its decision

to abandon development of Method A in favor of ,Method B; Its 1967 government

contract for Method B research, and Its relationship to Founder 2's university.

By 1967, the company had spend about $2 mill ion on the development of

Method A. Its Investors were becoming Impatient but no Immediate end was

In sight. The decision to abandon Method A was a wise one. It took another

company 15 additional years and considerable Investment to finally bring

Method A to market. It seems unlikely that the company would have found

the requisite financial backing to complete the project. Method B was

. far closer to the product stage, and the company's timing In Its adoption

(unwittingly) coincided with market demands.

The company's 1967 NIH contract catalysed the company's success, both

financially and technologically. After the company's essential fal lure to

develop Method A, It could find no private backers for Method B development.

The $220,000 NIH contract and Its renewal propelled not only the development

of a specific product, but also the refinement of Method B for other

industrial applications. It helped to finance the technology upon which
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company was founded In 1962 to exploit technology Founder 1

had been developing in his university research. The company's Initial

goal was to secure research contracts from Industry as wei I as the

government. Through these contracts, the founders hoped to put the

company on sound financial footing, broaden Its technological capabll ities,

and develop a commerclallzableproduct.

In order to rehtnas much control over Its research as possible,

and thus Its potential products, the company entered Into somewhat

non-standard research agreements with Its Industri"al sponsors. Rather

than enter a contract that granted the sponsor full ownersh Ip of the

technology In return for payment of research costs, plus a fee, the

company sold Joint development programs under which the sponsors would

cover 60 to 80 percent of the R&D costs In return for a limited

royalty-bearing license. In exchange for covering 20 to 40 percent of

the R&D costs Itself, the company retained ownership of the technology,

would receive royalties from the sponsor upon successful commercialization

and could commercial ize itself appl icatlons of the technology not In

conflict with the sponsor. The company also negotiated minimum annual

royalty payments to help Insure a sponsor's diligence In bringing

technology to market.

During the course of Its research work In the mid 1960's, the

company developed unique technology In two different fields~ The company

established separate divisions to produce and sell each of the two product

II nes.

The company's flrst.full year's sales of $100,000 were entirely for

R&D. Of present sales, which have cllmed to $20rnilllon, 95 percent

represent product sales and only 5 percent R&D. Employment has risen
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have recogrized the company's need to protect Its own technology.

Altho~gh the company does minimal direct government R'& D, a

portion of! Its product sales, especially for scientific Instrumentation,

are made ti:> customers who are f.l nanced by government grants.

SIGNIFICANt EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

Accor~lng to Founder 2, the key factors In his company's success

were its joint development programs, the focus of Its research on

products o~ commercial significance 'and Its choice of markets.

The c~pany's joint development programs, through which a sponsor

covered most, but not all, of a project's R&D costs In exchange for

a limited lilcense to the technology, al lowed the company to retain

control of !Its'technology. The company could then commercialize those

aspects of !its technology It found most profitable.

The ddvelopment of the company's technology took many years and a

slgnlfican~ investment. The key to success In .the field was the company's

consistent ifocus on an ultimate product that was both unique and had wei I

defined ma~kets, and constant reassessment of that product within the

constral nts!ofthe market.

The co~pany's choice of markets was also important. Instead of

approach Ing!a major market that was s low mov Ing and d iff Icu It to enter,

the company! looked for smaller markets that would respond quickly to

technologlc~1 Innovations.
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to the company's technological development. During the 1950's, four of

the staff held full-time or adjunct faculty positions. Even today, when

only one of the founders Is stll I teaching, the company maintains close

ties with the academic community. This provides the company with new Ideas

and a source of highly qualified employees.

The technological event that catapulted the company to the forefront

of engineering acoustics was the development of the jet engine. The

original partnership reCeived a contract from NASA to control the noise

created In Its Cleveland wind tunnel when jet engines were being tested •

The expertise the company gained through this contract had two very

Important results. The first result was the establishment of the company

as experts In the field of jet engine noise. They had an influx of

contracts for the reduction of Internal and environmental noise from jet

engines. The federal government was their primary client, but the

company was a Iso .h I red as a consu Itant to major a Irp Iane manufacturers,

airports, and communities affected by jet landing patterns. The company's

efforts In quieting jet engine noIse also provided technology which

could be transferred to Its work in other areas of acoustical engineering.

The second result was the development of a pre-packaged noise reduction

system for jet engine test cells. The demand for this product was so high

that Its royalties provided the company's early funding required for growth.

In 1957, the company decided to expand Into the field of psycho

acoustics. The equipment the company's researchers used to study the

human perception of sound Included one of the early second generation

computers. In designing the software for their experiments, these

scientists became excited with the computer technology itself and aware

of ·Its tremendous technologIcal and commercial potential. The company

established a burgeoning computer dIvIsion and began applying computer

technology to the many other facets of Its research.



GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

Government R&D contracts have always represented a high percentage

of the company's sales. Throughout the 1950's and ,early 1960's, most of

these contracts were In response to unsolicited proposals to various agencies,

especially NASA, DOD, and NEL. Later, the contracts more often followed

government solicitations, but government R&D contracts have consistently

accounted for 65 to 80 percent of the company's sales, with 80 percent

being the most recent figure. This very consistency renders the company

somewhat of an anomaly among the companies In our study. The Mansfield

amendment In 1965, which radically curtal led R&D contracts to many firms,

had no effect on the company since al I of their research Is applied and

so was considered mission oriented.

SIGNIFICANFEVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The four key factors In the company's success were the coincidental

development of Its acoustical expertise with the development of the jet

engine; Its decision to explore psycho-acoustics; the avai lability of

unsolicited government contracts In the 1950's and early 1960's; and the

company's relationship' with the university.

During the 1950's, the company dominated the market In jet engine

noise control. A key government contract In 1951 established the company's

primacy In the field. This enhanced the company's overall reputation,

Improved Its technology, Increased profits, and guaranteed further contracts.
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company Is a small, privately held firm doing bio-medical researc.

and manufacturing materials for bio~medical research. It was founded

In 1961 by a prominent academic In blo-chemlstry. The founder had two

major goals. The first was to get his research out of the university wi t h

Its departmental and pol itlcal strictures. The second was to mOv0 the

techno logy he and his firm deve loped, out of the Iab and Into the ma:

place, to the benefit of society and his own personal profit. He was

confident that much of the contract research he had been performing for

the government at the university where he taught would continue to be

funded through his company.

The company's very basic technology came from the founder's academic

research. The field wa~ and I~ so fast paced, however, that the company's

real breakthroughs were developed In its own labs. The avai labi I ity of

government R&D contracts for good, unsolicited proposals In the early

1960's made it possible for the founder to design research projects that

would give his company the technical expertise necessary to .malntaln its

vanguard position In bio-medlcal research. Even after the government

curtailed much of its R&D spending and the company began to manufacture

research materials, It maintained an extenslveR& D program. The founder

also works Incclbse cooperation with the top scientists In the field. He

Is well respected both professionally and personally by his colleagues and

they are able to share Ideas and specific technological advice.

The company's financial success hinges on its abl I Ity to maintain a

techno Iog Ica I Iead among others. in the fie ld .

At a low point in contract research, the founder decided to start

manufacturing on a larger scale, the high qual ity materials the company had

deve loped for Its own resea rch. With In a few years, the demand for rese arr.o
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GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The government played and cont inues to playas ign if icant ro lei n

the company's success. In the early years government support was direct.

The founder financed al I of his early research, ahd thus his company's

acquisition of technical expertise, with government R&D contracts f6r

unsolicited proposals. However, In 1965 the Mansfield amendment required

that al I federal spending for R&D for the Defense Department be dir8cted

toward solving a clear current problem. A number of long-range projects

were terminated, leaving the company In a difficult position. The company

was forced to re-evaluate its markets and objectives. The result was the

gradual buildup of the company's capability to manufacture and sel I bio

medical research materials.

The company continues to perform contract R&D for the government.

In addition, the government Is usually the ultimate purchaser of the

company's research materials, either directly through sales to national

laboratories or indirectly through sales to government supported university

labs.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The critical factors in the company history relate to the availability

of government R&D contracts at the time of founding, the abrupt cut back

in government funding available In the late 1960's, and the close ties with

the national academic community In the company's field of technology.

The company was started with minimal funding, just enough to put

together a viable laboratory facil ity to satisfy government contracting

officers. The easy availability of contract funds to a highly qual ified

researcher made the risk minimal. At that time, the government read I Iy

funded good unsolicited proposals, even from private industry. In 1965,

when non-mission oriented research was curtailed, the company aimost didn't

survive. It turned to its abi I ity, largely acquired under government
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The. company Is now a leading R & D·flnn In the fields of medical

technology and electronics. The firm grew out of the part-time consulting

work of a university professor of mechanical engineering, and a previous

student of his. This consulting continues to comprise approximately 20

porcent of the company's work.

Organized In a casual fashion for the first three. or four. years, the

company Incorporated In 1957. Grow Ing f rom Itsor Igina I base In contract

research and development, the firm expanded into product manufacturing and

marketing In the fields of health and communications. Today, the company

engages In three principal lines of bU$lness: blo-medical products for the

clinical laboratory and for cryosurgery, data communications products for

communications and computer network control and testing, and R&D

eng Ineer Ing serv ices fer Industry and governmentagenc Ies. Through four

domestic manufacturing operations, eight foreign marketing subsidiaries,

and other dIstribution outlets, It sel Is Its products worldwide. The

1970's were a time of grceat prosperity as.the firm rode the wave of

technol og Ica I growth to the poInt where they now have sa Ies of $ZfJ mill Ion

(1979).

The company's fundamental technology came from Its founders' individual

academic work and their early collaboration. The finn provided needed

research and development engineering services to Industrial cl ients and

government agencies. The company began to diversify In the mid 1960's Into

product manufacturing and sales. Health care became a primary Interest and

by 1970, the firm had emerged as a world leader in the field of cryosurgical

and other medical Instrumentation. Further diversification into network

control centers In the field of electronic data communication was greatly

aided by the acquisition of a southorn firm which designed and bul It

various pieces of electronic equipment, as well as providing communications
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r> SALES AND EMPLOYMENT II ISTORY

%DIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1959 s 150,000 40 5

1974 s 9 Mi Ilion 30 ?

1979 s 27.5 Mil I Ion 30 800

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

Although,as a general rul~the company tried never to have more than

33 percent government business at any time, there were notable exceptions.

The company was Involved In the development of a mine sweeping device In the

early and mid 1960's, which was a major source of income at the time. However,

the general feeling waS that dependence on government funding was a

dangerous path to fol low. Among the criticisms of government funding were

a very slow payment process, and the problems resulting from government

negotiating away any profits. Even taking these crlticisms.into account,

government funding played a significant role in the growth of the company.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The three key factors In the company's success were the absence of

constricting financial commitments, acquisitions, especially that of the

southern engineering firm with the subsequent interdependence between the

parent and the acquired, and the company's relationship with the university.

Due to the nature of the company's Initial organization, a strong financial

groundwork was developed very early. This generation of steady cash flow

was employed as a means to avoid long-term debt.

The decision to acquire the southern engineering firm was an important

factor in the company's take-off in the late 1960's. The idea of acquiring

a sma I Ier company to f i I lin the gaps of one' 5 own organ·i z at ion Is based
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGI CAL HISTORY

The company is now a prosperous, techn Ica II y ori ented, i nternat iana I

organizaTion, employing over 15,500 people. Initially, the firm's three

founders rei ied on one main product, the design and development of

stroboscopes. As time evolved, serious diversification was undertaken,

and today the company divides its business activities into five major

segments: Instruments, Components, .Env i ronmenta I and Biomed ica I Serv ices,

Custom Services and Systems, and Department of Energy support.

The organization incorporated .inI948. At this time, the

major Ity of the Ir work focused on tile stroboscope, whether emp Ioy Ing

the I ight techniques In consu_~!ing work, or developing the hardware

associ ated.w i th stroboscopes. In th Is ear Iy period, a major unIvers Ity

was very supportive of their work, exchanging much needed lab space for

some of the techno logy be Ing deve loped. In 1949, a unl que opportun Ity

presented itself. A member of the Atomic Energy Commission became

enamored of their technological expertise and convinced the AEC to

finance the firm's research as long as they would give a proper account

of where the money was going. The university agreed to handle the paper

work, and the company undertook the contract to develop a component of

the atomic bomb. At this time,employment grew from four or five, to

eight to ten. This government funding lasted four years and laid a

firm financial groundwork for further corporate development.

Soon after this project was completed, a related study pertaining

to weapons testing developed, again funded by the government. Up to the

late 1950's, no non-governmental work at all was undertaken. Eventually,

the firm re-entered the commercial market, again relying on its work with

stroboscopes as a base. Now, though the emphasis was much more on hardware

and Iess on R&D, much of the Ir commerc 1a I bus Iness wa'; dovo Iopod

through acquisition.
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with the government a I low I ng them to finance a II the I r work with publ i c

funds. I t was a very un I que and envi ab I e s I tuat i on. Largely due to these

factors, and a Iso because of a strong asset management program, the growth

level maintained throughout the 1960's and 1970's was completely financed

by I nterna I I Y generated funds -- so much so in .fac t , that the i r corporate

debt today Is nearly zero. For a company of this size, this Is a

remarkab leach Ievement. In 1978, they bought back most of the i r:shares

of stock for approximately $30 ml Ii l on , with short-term loans, and

before the year ended the loans were pa i d back •.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1947 $ 500,000 95 5

1974 1 1 10,000

1979 $ 522 Million 45 15,500

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

As a I ready stated, the firm wasv I ,-tuall y "set-up" by the

government. A beTTer case tor The intluence of government funding

wou i d be hard to find. The government was wI I I I ng s.lmpI y. to arrange for

a bank account in the firm's name. AI I the: founders had to do was ask,

and more money would be depos.ited. This Is an Indication both of the

relative Importance of the project assignments, and the extent to which

the government was impressed by the founders' expertise in the field. The

assistance offered Involved both heavy funding, and a ready supply of

quality employees. The current chairman.of the board and chief executive

officer was originally assigned to the firm by the government. It is

impossible to underestimate the role the government played inestabl l sh i nq

the firm.
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priorities, fostering a very healthy tElchnological atmosphere. The fact that

the three original founders remained tog~ther through the years is testimony

to the healthy attitude the founders took upon entering the business world.
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early years It became evident that the company could assume Its own

market Ingact IV It Ies ,

After the long-term agreement expired, the company was able to exert

greater control over Its activities and Is well on Its way to commercial

products with a variety of corporate and individual partners.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company's entire financing to date consists of a $10,000 - $20,000

loan made by one of the founders and repa ld within three months. Of that

sum, part went to the founders' former emp layer for II cans i ngof techno logy,

and the rest went to cash flow. This unique financial history was facilitated.

by the long-term development and licensing agreement the founders struck

with a major chemical concern before they had even formed their partnership.

The agreement obviated Initial expenditures for lab space and equipment.

By the time the company moved Into expanded facilities in the late 1970's,

It had acquired sufficient sales and profits to self-finance the move

and expansion.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

YEAR

1970

1979

SALES

$ 250,000

$ 1.2 Million

%DIRECT
GOVERNMENT

o

10

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

10

30

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company has done very little contract research for the government.

In 1970 It did none; In 1973 government work represented five percent of

the company's sales. In 1979, government work represented 10 percent

of sales.
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company grew out of a graduate student's thesis work on a technic,l"

for detecting trace metals in body fluids and other I iquids. His anodic

stripping voltammeter was so much more effeclent and cost-effective than

extant methods for trace metal detection that he and three fel Ic~ graduate

students decided to form the company to bring this technology to the medical

instrumentation market. Between this decision and the company's actual

start was a two year hiatus during which the four intended partners

scattered to teach at various universities. In 1970, the founder returned

wi th one of his own graduate students to set up shop. With some hel p from

family and from professional management which Joined the company within the

year, aJI the start-up capital for the corporation was provided from personal

funds. This bootstrap operation was soon producing anodic stripping

voItammeters.

The company's original markets were diverse and within a year, the

company was delivering anodic stripping voltammeters to medical centers,

hospitals, public agencies, and food manufacturers. Within that same year,

the company began to show a profit pattern that would support a 50 percent

aggregate annual growth rate without ad~itional outside financing.

Although the company produces electroanalytical equipment for general

testing purposes, it operates most effectively when addressing a particular

problem. The company's first major project came with the advent of public

concern over lead paint In older buildings and the consequent high levels

of lead In the blood of inner-city chi Idren exposed to paint chips. The

founder believed that the ASV was particularly wei I suited to the problem.

It also coincided with the founder's desire to investigate the use of

technology for the solution of problems that were essentially social in

nature. The company began to work closely with various federal and city
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the company's initial development.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The founder was particularly interested not only In starting his own

company, but In using his technical knowledge to solve some of soclety!s

problems. He looked around for ways to use his technology for the pUblic

good and even during graduate school directed his efforts in that direction.

It was, and is, his opinion that a smal I private Industry with profit as

an absolute yardstick of the utility of a technology and with a minimum

of red tape In development and Implementation was the best vehicle to

Implement this goal. The Identification of public needs fol lowed by

the development of the necessary Instrumentation has been the clear

Impetus for the company's growth.

Another key factor In the company's growth ~as the recognition of

the need to bring professional management, marketing, and financial people

Into the company Immediately.
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mind.

The company's first "plant" was In a Cambridge garage. Founder 3.

as president. was the first ful I-time employee. Founder 1 served as

chief Inventor -- Founder 2 as technical director and chairman. No one

drew a salary the first year. but Founders 1 and 2 continued In their

university positions. By 1948. however. It became clear that other

techno logy woul d capture the market for cancer therapy. At th Is poInr ,

the company began developing major equipment for university research

labs. The company was re Invesf Ing a record 12 percent of Its sa Ies Into

this research and development. in addition. there was a fairly fluid

transfer of useful technology from Founder 2'5 privately and government

supported university research lab.

Besides the transfer of technology from the university. and Its own

unusually high Internal R&D. the company also gained some new technology

through the acquisition of a sma I ler company. This acquired technology

combined with extant technology. forms the basis for a product line of

plastics and accessory equipment that the company began manufacturing In

the mid 1960's. The company Is now a leading manufacturer of a variety

of electric and electronic equipment. Founder 1 eventually left his

university post In 1953 to devote his ful I energies to the company's

research. Founder 2 continued his teaching and research at the university

In addition to his role.as scientific director of the company.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company received Its original funding of $250.000 from a private

. venture cap Ital firm and another Investor In return for 60 percent of Its

outstanding stock 148 percent and 12 percent respectively). The funds were

appl led to capital equipment purchases. establishment of research facility.

product development and the working capital to start the company on Its

first product.
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1964 to 1965, the company's annual sales to U.S. customers dropped

precipitously and foreign research Institution sales kept the company going.

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

Throughout most of Its 34 years, the company has had no direct

government R&D contracts. It has, however, greatly benefited indirectly

from government R& D spend Ing and suffered from government R&D spend i ng

cuts. The company's greatflnanclal success In the 1950's and earl)' '960'"

was based on university expenditures for capital equipment. These

expend Itures were made ent Ire Iy out of government R&D grants. When the

federal government cut awards to university research labs In the early 1960's,

the company lost Its major market. The company was then forced to find

other markets to broaden Itsproduct line.

Besides affecting sales,government R&D spending had an impact on

the company's technology. Founders 2 and 3 had gained some of thler

original expertise In government sponsored labsj To this day, Founder 2

conducts university research under government R&D contracts and concurrently

stimulates engineering development at the company. Finally, many of the

research scientists who come to work for the company were trained In

government sponsored university labs.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

A crucial factor was the nature of the Investors In the Initial funding

round. Both understood the problems of the company's particular field of

technology and Its long gestation period. Both were willing to walt

patiently Instead of making unrealistic, early profit demands that

could have caused the company to fall. The only contingency of this round

of funding was that the company secure exclusive license of the founders'

patents held by an Independent corporation for the university. The abl I Ity
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company grew out of a unique university laboratory that during the

1950's did extensive contract work for the Air Force. The hundred or so

en~lneers, scientists and technicians from diversified fields brought In

$1 million worth per year of contracts primarily for optical research and

equipment. The lab was also In the forefront of aerial reconnaissance,

a field that combined optics and Information technology.

In 1957, two former associates ,of the lab, Founders 1 and 2, conceived

of founding a company to exploit a perceived market for graphic Information

systems In the military's arms control programs and for commercial markets.

In September of 1957, they established the company with financial backing

from a major private venrure capitalist. A few of the lab's scientists

Joined the venture. On January 1, 1958, the company negotiated a transfer

of the lab from the university; with few exceptions, the lab's entire staff

also Joined the company.

Corporate status made possible the wide expansion of the lab's work

both In te rms of cl ass If led contracts and actua I' product Ion capac i ty. It

was the genera Ifu ror created by Sputn Ik, howeVer, that rea Ii y catalyzed

this expansion into the company's phenomenal early growth. Within a year,

sales had reached $3.5 million, employment 100. By 1959, sales reached

$25 mi I lion, employment 1350.

While the company greatly Increased Its aerial reconnaissance work

for the Air Force, It also Initiated an acquisition polley that expanded its

capabi litles Into a variety of related fields, many with commercial

applications. Thus, within a few years of foundinq, the company consol idated

its preeminent position as a developer and producer of optics and information

systems for the government and established strong positions in business

equipment and vision care products.

Durlnq the 1960', and 1970's. the companv continued to extend Its
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research groups; While the disbandment Is In accord with the company's

corporate structure as It has Iate Iy evo Ived, Founder 3 saw it resu It i ng in

a sharp dec II ne In the tru Iy creat Ive work made poss IbIe by the synerg ism

of the company's original resear¢hteam.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company's original financing was a $180,000 Investment, soon

raised to $600,000 by a private venture capitalist who enjoyed "way out"

projects. He received 15 percent of the company's orl~Inal stock. The

level of sales Induced by Sputnik was so large that within three month's

of founding, the company was able to go public. The company offered Its

stock at $21 a share. Eventually the stock was split five to one. In 1966,

the company entered the New York Stock Exchange. Aside from the original

venture capital funding and public stock offering, the company has been

able to maintain Its growth on Its sales revenues.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SAL.ES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1958 $ 3.• 5 MI I lion 100 500

1959 s 25 Mill Ion 60 1,350

1974 s 197 Million 50 5,853

1978 $ 265 Mi Ilion 35 6,282

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company's Involvement with government R&D contracts predates

even the university lab's aerial reconnaissance work. That lab of 100

engineers and scientists originated from a smal I optics lab at another
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company is a smal I physics and engineering firm doing basic and

appl ied research for various agencies of the federal government in the

fields of energy technology, environmental sciences, laser devices and

appl ications. The company was founded in 1973, when six scientists at

a major research fac i Ii ty became d isenchaMed wi ththe i r emp Ioyer's increas ing

emphasis on hardware development and commercialization. They saw the faci lity's

goals as eventually becoming too diffuse to produce either state of the art

research or a viable product. The founders left the facility to start their

own company focused only on contract research and development.

The founders spent their first six months writing proposals. 8y

the end of 1974, the company had received research contracts total ling

$385,000. By 1979, sales reached $2.4 mi I I ion and employment had risen

from the original 10 to 46.

The founders brought the company's basic technology with .them

from the previous employment. The company's present technical capabi I ities,

however, are the result of a very careful strategy in their contract

research. The company's work with fuel cells isil lustrative of this

process which extends overall the company's researcheftorts.

When the Department of I:nergy initiated its program of fuel cell

development, the company wrote a research proposal for an aspect of fuel

cells easi Iy within their technological grasp. Through this contract,

the company gained access to the other aspects of fuel cel I technology.

The company used this as a base that has led eventually to its work on

most aSpects of second and third generation fuel eel Is. In addition, the

mathematicalmodeliing the company developed for fuel eel Is has led

to a number of sp in-of f tech noI09i es ,

The company's research staff consists almost entirely of Ph.D. 's
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SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT %INDIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1974 $ 385,000 100 10

1979 $ 2.4 Million 80 20 46

GOVERNMENT INVOLVH1E1iT

The company was founded to perform contract research and development

for the government. With the exception of a few minor industrial contracts,

government R&D represents the company's entire sales and is projected to

cont inue to do so we I I into the futu reo Aboutha If of its work is for

the Department of Defense, 40 percent for the Department of Energy, 10

percent for NASA. Within each agency, the company has many Individual

contract sponsors.

In addition to its present dependence on government contracts, much

of its original technology had also been developed under government contract.

Like the company, the founders' former employer depended heavily on the

government for support of its research.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The company attributes its success to a very clear focus on its

corporate goals; a rational strategy for acquiring contracts and technology

and the technical competence of its research staff. The company was

founded by research scientists who knew that their strength lay in innovative

advanced research. They were not interested In commercial ization and

knew that they did not possess the business acumen and financial wherewithal

to translate their research findings into a viable product. They made a

conscious decision, therefore, to concuntruto tho company's offorts on

contract research.

The company's strategy in seeking contracts Is also important to
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY
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The company was founded in late 1968 by a recent Ph.D. from a local

major university. The initial funding was provided by a large manufacturing

firm for whom a relative had worked in return for 60 percent of the equity.

The founder saw a need for better consulting In environmental quality

matters and felt from his technological background In nuclear physics,

meteorology and geo-physlcs that .wlth a little time and financial support,

he could develop Improved consulting methodologies and monitoring systems.

Within a few months, government contract funds were received and provided

the cont inued f i nanc ia I suppor-t necessary to deve lop th istechn61 ogy.

At the same time, the company started to use its technology to assist

industry solve problems related to pollution control engineering. The

advent of increased concern for environmental quality and the corresponsing

tightening of environmental standards and re~ulatlohs provided a ready

market in the private .sector. for the company's services.

Over the years, thr>company has had many government contracts· with a

number of agencies but has always done most of its work Tor private industry.

Initially, it establ ished its technical reputation by providing air qual ity

consulting and monitoring services to uti Iitiesandhighways agencies.

Gradually, Its related computer capabilities expanded so that It is now

Involved In the Integration of data collection, processing and analysis

for complex environmental stUdies.

Early in the company's history, the original investing firm was

bought out. The company has had steady growth over the years, twice

requiring additional capital to .keep up with its increasing cash flow

requirements. The one difficult period occurred in 1974, when. the financing

for a large contract requiring expensive new equipment fel I through.

Attempts at the construction and sale of hardware were unsuccessful and



SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
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%DIRECT
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT

1969 $ 119,000 45

1975 $ 4 Mi II ion 35

1979 $ 32 MI f lion 20

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

34

200

700

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The founder emphasized the Important role the government played In the

company's early history. Even though It seldom constituted more than 35

percent of sales, the work came at very opportune times, and led to a number

of technological developments instrumental to the firm's growth. The

government contracts were self-developed, and were not a result of special

"connections". The founder pointed out the healthy technological atmosphere

In the late 1960's and early 1970's. Lssential Iy, the firm would appeal

to the government with a strong marketing effort behind a unique idea,

wh Ich at the time was suft ic Ient to ach Ieve much needed fund Ing.

The founder felt that today, the more innovative an idea, the less chance it

has of being funded. Today's high-technology market is mired in conservatism

and afflicted by the preponderance of aarmarked , government proposals,

aiding the large entrenched company, and hurting the smal I innovator.

Government business for the firm sti I I accounts for about 20 percent of

sales, but its orientation has changed markedly. Their use of patents

has been extensive, with a great deal of success. They have never made

money on patents per so , but their ox l s tl no peton fs !lilVl' novor [)(:(.'I) l n t r i nq;-.!

upon, and have been an l mporterrt tool In protuct l n.j tcc hnoloq l col dovolopnn.u t-, •

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The three key factors in the company's success were the recognition



COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company is now a major corporation with somewhat disparate, but

highly successful components. Its present work in construction, broadcasting,

nuclear and sol id state products, however, is completely unrelated to

the company's original technology and business plan. When the four founders

left their former employer in 1951, they had hoped to perform extensive

government R&D contract work for the first few years, thereby gaining the

necessary expertise and technology to commercial ize a product. Although the

company maintained its software division until 1968 and its advanced research

group until 1973, neither of these divisions, both of which had been involved

in government contract R&D, ever achieved the sales levels the company

sought or translated into a commerciai Iy viable product. The company's

presently successful divisions were al I acquisitions, as wasal I the

technology used by those divisions.
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FINANC IAL HISTORY

During the company's first few months, while the founders submitted

research proposa Is to government agenc ies, they supported themse Ives with

per diem consulting work for the Air Force. Once the company began to

receive R&D contracts, it needed capital to finance laboratory and office

space, laboratory equipment, support staff, cash flow. At the end of its

first year, 1951, the company raised $160,000 with a publ Ie stock offering.

In 1956, the company ra i sed an add it iona 1$600,000 by se I ling to each of

two major corporations a 20 percent interest In the company. Since that

time, the company has supported al I growth through internally generated

sales, and a series of mergers and acquisitions.



years it had become more restrictive, and less remunerative. It became

clear that the company would never begin to approach the targeted bi I I ion

dollar sales figures if it remained in that market.

in order to become established on a scale that would lead to major

corporation status, the company needed more financing than either the

founders, government contracts or smal I private investors could supply.

To go the public market for the requisite capital, however , meant rei inqulshing

most of the founders' personal control over the company. This decision,

however, has made it possible for the company to reach some of its

corporate goals.

Finally, the company's divisions each represent very different fields

of technology and business. Such diversification strengthens the company's

overall competitive advantage.
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FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company had only one round of fInancing. When the· founders

decided to strike out on theIr own, they personally provided the Initial

capitalIzation that was smal I. The founders put in an all out effort

for thIs fIrst year. They worked seven days and sIx nights a week. They

drew no salary for the first six months. They met wIth some former

contacts In federa I agencl es, but Ierqe Iy pounded the pavements for new

sources of work. After six months, they had their first contract. After

a year, the company was profitable, but just barely •. During Its second

year, the company began to exhibIt profit levels, which It maintained

through the present. These have allowed the company to grow without any

additional financing. The company has had a steady growth profile and

no cash f low prob Iems. The on Iy bank loans the company has taken were

repaid rapIdly.

The founder Interviewed was aware of the uniqueness of the company's

financial history and attributed its above average productivity per research

dol lar; to hard work, careful planning, and unusual capabilities In technology

and personne I •

otherwise prefer academic work.
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SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

The company has eXhi.blted a steady annual growth in sales and employment

of 30 percent. The company's sales are entirely to the government.

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

It had been the founders' Intention from the outset to seek government

contract R&D work exclusively. Although the company had a few Industrial

contracts Its first year, it soon establ ished sole source arrangements for

certain types of systems work with the Navy and NASA. The founders
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CASE 1127

COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

The company Is a lead Ing manufacturer of ana Iyt Ica I Instruments,

principally liquid chromatographs. It was the second successful commercial

venture of an Inventor;-entrepreneur who, from 1947 to 1955,ran a firm that

produced Infrared gas analysers, which he sold In 1955 to his sales outlet.

Since 1978, the founder has been running a firm that designs and markets

. business .Informatlon systems. The founder built the company around the

process control refractometer he had been developing as an out-growth of

his earlier work In Infrared speCtro~hotometers. The company began

producing laboratory scale refractometers to deteCt the output from

liquid chromatography columns. In 1960, a major chemical firm needed

a refractometer detector for the gel permeation chromatograph It had been

developing. In 1962, the company received exclusive rights to the gel

permeation chromatograph which, with the company's refractometer detector,

revolutionized the determination of polymer properties. The company

also continued Its work with liquid chromatographs.

In 1980, the company was acquired by a larger firm In the Instrument

ation field with different but complementary technology.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The founder financed the.company In 1958 with hls savings. Much

of thIs money came from the sale of his first company. Shortly after

founding, a major chemical manu~aCturer became Interested in the c;:ompany's

process control refractometer for use with Its gel permeation chromatograph.

Sales reached $500,000 by 1962. The company needed additional capital

to finance this 40 percent annual growth and cover cash flow. In 1962, a

venture capital firm made a common stock Investment In the company that

provided this much needed capital. In 1964, a venture capital firm and



entrepreneurIal skills, and the corporate decision In 1970 to change

management and consolIdate Its development strategy.

The founder was, and Is, a very successful entrepreneur. He has

tremendous ability, not simply to design Instrumentatlon,but more

Importantly, to Identify key technological problems and develop Innovative

solutions that wll I lead to significant markets. His skll Is led directly

and indirectly to the company's success. The gel permeation chromatograph

with the company's refractometer detector analyzed polymer characteristics

so much faster and more completely than existing methods, that the .product

had a large market and slaes from Its IntroductIon. Further, the founder's

previous entrepreneurial success contrIbuted both the company's basic

technology and sufficient starting capItal that the founder did not have

to seek outside financing until 1962.

By 1970, the company had reached a critical growth point which could

not be surpassed solely with technological Innovations. In order to grow

and survive In increasingly competitive markets, the company needed new

management, a clear focus on product development, markets and business plan.

The founder recognized these needs and was willing to turn over the

company's control to more competent managers, while retaining technical

directorship. Many other high technology firms have faIled at this

point In their histories because a founder, who was a technologist but not

a manager, was unwil ling to relinquish control of his business.
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costs. The second owner acquired an almost defunct company and Invested

#28-2

FINANCIAL HISTORY

Information Is notavallable.on the original founder's start-up

139

.about $25,000 during the first year plus an additional $2,000 to buy the

patent rights frem the estate of the original founder who had died, Soon

after he purchased the company, the second owner so Id stock to .ten outs Ide

Investors and raised $68,000. Although company sales soon rose, they were

rarely suf.flclent to support rapid company growth or meet cash How needs.

After his br Ief stock offeri ng, the new owner f Inancedcompany

growth entirely with loans. In 1973, he secured a $250,000 SSA guaranteed

loan from II local bank. Since the SSA prohibited the loan's use for long

term capital investment, the owner sought other types of loans, and in

1975, paid off the SSA loan. The owner often meets cash flow problems

with short-term borrowing from a bank or With his personal funds.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

YEAR

1968

1974

1979

%DIRECT
SALES GOVERNMENT

$ 28,000 15

? ?

$ 3. 5 MII IIon 5

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

8

15

65



COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company is the producer of a smal I computer for use In control ling

energy usage. This micro-control energy management system t l.rs r collects

information on energy flow and comsumptlon, and then prescribes a program

for selected equipment to operate. It Is intended to control the operation

of heating, ventilating and air-conditioning equipment In medium sized

operations. The founder worked for several large corporations before

deciding to establ ish his own company. For about nine months, the founder

worked out of the basement of his home doing the necessary development.

To assist in this initial work, the founder hired two key technicians and

paid them from his own savings. At the end of 1977, the founder requested,

and received, aid from a large group of businessmen to help in the forming

of his new company. In spite of the posslbi IIty of providing significant

energy savings, the company was enable to secure any help from tne

federa I government In even rev iewi ng the product or try ing it out on a

federal building to assess its effectiveness. A number of technical

improvements have already been accomplished and a domestic unit for house

holds Is being developed. The key difficulty seems to be finding more

effective ways of penetrating the marketplace. This wi I I require additional

financing which is not yet available.

CASE # 29 141

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The Initial funding of $18,000 was provided by the founder. Fami Iy

Investors provided $60,000 for 20 percent equity and this permitted the

company to obtain a $100,000 bank loan with an S8A guarantee. An additional

bank loan of $40,000 was obte lned from another bank with a personal

guarantee from the founder. When a sales manager was employed during the

early stages of the company, an agreement was drawn up to provide 20 porcent

of equity in lieu of $60,000 of salary. At a later date, five. percent
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The most important factor in this company's continued existence Seems

to be the founder's wi Ilingness to r lsk his own time and resources to

keep it go ing. In add i tl on to money actua I IY invested, one of the

bank loans was obtained by using the founder's home for collateral. The

major problem currently faced by the company relates to the difficulty

of marketing a capital good Item. They are now trying to obtain additional

capital to be used to Improve the marketing effort. Although they have

sixty units functioning wei I, It is too soon to predict long term survival.
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GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company has genera I IY had Iitt Ie contact with the government.

Its one Involvement, however, was an SBA loan guarantee which was an

Important factor In the company's financial history,

145

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The deve lopment of the food storage and cook ing techno logy came

from a previous family business. It became clear that these devices

went far beyond the I imited uses for which they were originally developed.

After sel I ing the previous family business, the founders concentrated

on the production of more efficient storage and cooking devices for use

in many food-related industries.
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SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1959 $ 50,000 5 5

1974 ? ? 165

1979 $ 2.7. Mil u on a 300

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The ro Ie of the government in the success of th is company was very

smal I. However, the help given by the government enabled the company to

establ ish itself in the European market. It was the Department of Commerce

that encouraged the company to attend the European trade show. As a

direct resu It of th i s show, contacts were made in Europe and subsequent Iy

sales were made by the company. The only monetary aid given by the

government was 80 percent of the trade show booth fee, pai d by the

Department of Commerce.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The decision to accept the invitation of the Department of Commerce

to attend the European trade show directly resulted in contacts and

prospects which led eventually to product sales. The insistence of

the company to use traditional electric motor power proved to be fortuitous.

The use of this type of motor was accepted over the newer hydraulic power.

The founders' strong, realistic company goals establ ished the company as

a world leader in the market for their product.
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SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1968 $ 26,000 a 5

1974 ? ? 85

1979 $ 3 Million 85 100

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The government had no Influence In the Initial establishment of the

company. However, as the private Industry funds diminished, the company

actively sought, and received, a great deal of government work including

money reserved for mInor Ity owned firms. The compa ny attr Ibutes 85 percent

of Its annua I sa Ies to government contracts. It has a Iso obta I.ned some

technical assistance from 1/406 consultants which was helpful to the company.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACT-ORS

The combined technical backgrounds of the founders led to a successful

association with two very large corporations. Several of the founders had

experience In performing government contract work before establishing the

company. When the commercial business started to decline, the previous

knowledge of government contract work of the founders enabled the company

to receive large government contracts from several federal agencies. The

federal set asides for minority owned businesses clearly made it easier

for this firm to obtain government contracts In recent years and government

contract work is the majority of the company's current sales. It Is not

clear why additional commercial work was not obtained. It seems that the

company obtained the early commercial work with little effort but failed to

keep pace in a rapidly changing market over which It had little control.

When sales began to flounder, the first-hand knowledge of government contract
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CASE #33

COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The founder was on the radiology faculty of a medi.cal college and

had been thinking of starting a business for some time. He had been

looking fora good product idea, and in 1969, started working on a specific

product in his basement to be used as an aid in patient positioning for

laser or X-ray treatments. It took over three years, unti 11973, to

perfect the technology sufficiently to begin real operation of the

company. The founder continued to work for the company on the side,

with a relative handling the main operations unti I 1975, when he took over

full time management. At that time', he rented space, hired part-time

labor and used management assistance help from SCORE, ACE, etc., to get

off the ground. Although the company received no contract support

from the government to develop the technology, liberal government funding

of medical care has made it much easier for hospitals and cl inics to

purchase ~his equipment. Sales have grown steadi Iy in recent years, and

the company has been profitable since 1975.

The growth of th i s company is a di reet resu Itof a creati ve techno Iog ist' s

looking at the needs in his own field and developing instrumentation

to solve a clearly identified problem. The market need was understood

and a commercially viable product to fi II that need was always the goal.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

Most of the in i ti a I investment was made by the founder us i ng

personal time to develop the technology in his basement, plus about $2,000

in out of pocket expenses. The company has never received outside equity

financing. The founder loaned $100,000 to the company and recently a

$250,000 line of credit has been granted by a local bank.

"', -,-;:",
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The U.S. Department of Commerce provided assistance in launching

international business which is now the fastest growing segment of their

market. DOC provided Trade Center facil itles in Mexico City in 1979 that

are expected to result in significant sales and other overseas shows are

planned.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The most important factor seems to be the thorough knowledge of the

marketplace by the founder, and his unswerving drive to bui Id a piece

of equipment to fi I I a known need. Although the founder had little

business experience, he was able to rely on effective help from several

different government supported programs: SBA SCORE and ACE programs and

the Department of Commerce.

Although the company is doing wei I at the moment, it has yet to

develop a second market area, and it is beginning to face competition

in its initial markets. The current product is covered by patent

protection both in the U.S. and overseas, but it is not yet clear how

wei I it wi I I stand up if challenged. The next few years, as the company

looks for other appl ications for its technology in markets not as

readi Iy understood, wi I I be critical ones in establishing long-term success

for the company.
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SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORy

:£ DIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1973 $ 30,000 0 13

1979 $ 101 Million 0 30

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT
The government played several different roles in the history of this

company, primarily in management assisTance and in. market support. The

current primary user of the company's product is the health care industry

in which government funding of Doth research and services frequently

enaoles institutions to purchase expensive capital equipment that they

cou Id not afford otherw Ise , out wh ich can reduce costs in the long run.

Direct sales to the government, e.g., VA hospitals, did not come unti I

after the product was proven In private institutions and had little

Impact on the company's history.

The founder feels he received key help from SCORE and ACE advisors.

Two of the SCORE advisors came with the company In official capacities, one

in a managerial role and the other in a financial role. These people

were also Instrumental in estaolishing a good relationship with the

president of a local Dank.
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CASE #"52

COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company Is a Iead Ing des Igner and manufacTurer of aud10 and

electro-optical systems. The company was eSTablished In 1966, when one

of the founders, who had a technIcal background, was working out of his

basement. Of the original seven founders, Three were instrumental In The

development of a computer memory device for a large corporaTion. The

success ofth Is project Ied to work wi,th another largecorporat Ion.

Projects for these two corporaTions continued for several years. However,

The technology began to change and the company which produced a componenT

parT lost ITs Two major accounts. The company wanted to uTilize proprietary

technology and be able TO sell a total product of iTs own. The founders

had had previous experience writing proposals and doing gove~nment R&D

contract work. 'They now aCTively sought such contracts to pay for the

COST of developing a new product. By 1979, 85 percenT of the company's

an'nua I bus Jness was for federa I government agenc Ies such as DOD, The CoasT

Guard and the FAA.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The Initial InvesTment conslsted·()f $25,000 in personal funds from

five founders for the TOTal company e~ulty to be used for cash flow. The

contracts with The large corporations provided the working capiTal for the

company. In 1969,the company obtained a loan for $150,000 with the aid of

a loan guar.antee from the SBA. When the company dec Ided TO expand The

business In 1975, It obtained a large loan of $350,000 TO cover the

expansion and part Ia II y TO rep lace the 1969 loan.
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company was established In 1959 as an engineering consulting

firm. The three founders came from the same corporation in the midwest.

Du r l ng the next severa I yea rs , the founders were try Ing to deve Iop a

product that would be profitable to manufacture. In 1965, it was decided

to try to produce a tracer to allow a machine to make copies of complex

too Is. The idea came from direct know Iedge of customer needs. However.

it was several years before this tracer was accepted by industry. The

company·ran into a number of roadblocks before being able to consider

large scale production of the tracer.

The company was persuaded to take the device to Europe to be shown

in a Department of Commerce sponsored trade show. The tracer was

favorably received at this trade show, unlike a simi lar show held in

Chicago, were the tracer was ridiculed for having electric motor power

instead of hydrau Ii c power--the popu Iar , new method--and forhavi ng a

Japanese motor rather than an American motor. As a result of the

European trade show, the company found prospects in several countries.

The company serves their European customers from~ngland, with a

manufacturing f acl lity in Ireland. In 1979, company products had an 80

percent share of the world market for tracer equipment.

F.INANCIAL HISTORY

An initial family Investment of $10,000 for 20 percent equity

established the company in 1959. In 1961, the company sold 49 percent

of their stock for $50,000 to a large manufacturing concern. All

additional equity was generated internally from profits and long-term

bank loans. In 1979, the company entered into an agreement with the

manufacturing concern to buy back the stock sold in 196;.
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t:;OMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The coinpany was founded in )968 as a taml Iybusinessto manufacture

food processing equipment. Both the technology and initial financing

came from a prev ious f am i Iybus iness that inet uded fi ve food f ranch i ses

and a sma I I food process i n.g equi pment pIant. AIthough none of the founders

had formal technical training, they developed some innovative equipment

in response to food transportation prOblems among their franchises. The

company extended its equipment design to address problems of food storage,

cooking and reconstitutIon. The company has enjoyed reasonable success

with annual sales stab! Ilzed at $4 mi I lion since 1976 and a work force of

105.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The founders financed the company 1 s esteb Ii shm,ent in 1968 with

capital from the sale of another t eml Iy business. In 1972, the company

underwent major f lnand a I restrudu ri ng. An est Imated $100,000 worth of

stock was paid to suppliers as payment br outstanding debts. With the

aid of a90 percent SBA loan guarantee, the company was able to obtain

a $250,000 loan. The current line of credit for the company is $750,000.

There is a program in the company to buy back the stock exchanged to

suppliers. The majority of the stock, however, remains in the hands of

the founding family.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
._-~ ....-.- .-.- ._-~

%DIREcT TOTAL

YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1968 1 1 1

1975 $3Milllon 0 95

1979 $ 4 MI ilion 0 105
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of the shares of the company were sold to two Investors for the sum of

$30,000.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HI STORY

YEAR

1978

1979

SALES

$ 8,000

$ 350',000

%DIRECT
GOVERNMENT

o

2

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

6

11

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

AI thoughthegbvernrJ1entd i d prov id" al oan guarantee wh ich the

company is actively using to provide $100,000 of the financing, it was

not.avai lable unti I other investors had put in a significant amount of

capital. It also was insufficient for covering the compary's real needs.

Additional financing has been raised by the founder and elsewhere,and

mor-e Is sti I I needed. It Is clear that to establish a viable manufacturing

business, even after the development work has produced a product in active

use , requ Ires a great dea I of worki ng cap ita I wh ich is not easy to obta in.

In this particular instance, it is unfortunate that the federal

government was unwilling to try the product in one of its facilities.

Although it has now proven itself elsewhere, the testing of this device

by the federal government to va I i date cl aims made (and poss ib Iy, a

purchase for Use in some publ icbulldlngs) would have greatly eased its

earl iestproblems.
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GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The 1973 SBA loan guarantee was critical to the company's continued

existence at a time when traditional sources of venture capital were

essentially unavailable.

The companv t s on Iyother contads with the government are through

Its eHofts to meet EPA toxicity standards and its marketing of algicides

to state arid Ibtal governments. The company haS embarked on a costly and

time consuming testing program to qualify Its chemicals for EPA

licenses by which they hope to gain some market exclusivity. Its sales

to state and local agencies account for less than 15 percent of Its

tota I sal es .

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The·comp~HY'ssucCE!SS since 1969 is attributable to its innovative

producfs";--agres""$lvemarkefiriifi>"rogram and-ffie"iival lab i lit{""df debtfTnancing

at crucial junctures.

The company has consistently developed new copper sulfate derivatives

that are effective a~glcldes In many environments. The company has also succeeded

In reducing the general toxicity of Its chemicals but Increasing their

spec l fie i ty, thereby render Ing them both more eH Ic Ient and eco Iog ica I Iy

desirable.

The owner sought to break the seasonality of his new business by

agressively pursuing year-round. markets. The company has developed

new applications for its products wIth stable markets. In addition, it has

developed extensive markets for Its swimming pool products In the south

and west where the swImming season is almost year round.

Finally, the avai lability of debt. financing, notably the SBA

guaranteed loan, but also short-term Dank loans, helped the company through

f Inanc Ia I dIHI cu Ities, thereby enab I Ing It to rea Ii ze the benef Its of Its

marketing and product development programs.

l
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company produces water treatment chemicals primari Iy for the

. swimming pool industry. It was founded in the late 1950's by a biochemist

interested I n the contro I of a Igae growth in freshwater ponds. The founder

tinkered with copper suifate derivatives as a sideline from his work at a

large pharmaceutical firm. When he had developed a marketable product,

he left his employer to start his own business. The company remained

very smal I but sales to local swimming pool markets were sufficient to

support the founder's continued development of newalgicides.

In i969, the founder sold the company to an Insurance salesman seeking

a career change. The new owner hoped, with better management, marketing

and focused product development, to transform the company frQma minimally

remunerative hobby into a highly profitable business.

The new owner cont I nued to base the company's work on the copper

sulfate technology licensed from the founder. He hired additional

technical people to broaden the product I lne , He also Instituted an

agressi've marketing polley to offset the extremely seasonal sales pattern

of a company catering primarily to the swimming pool Industry in a

northern state. The company's technical staff has been developing

chem I ca I s that can contro I a Igae growth ,I n ri ce f l.ef dswl thout damag i ng

the rice plants, as well as new products for the recreational vehicle...

industry. The market i ng staff has been deve Iopi ng markets for these

new products as well a's developing new markets for existing swimming pool

a Ig I c I des I n the south and west, where the water treatment -season Is

considerably longer than In the north.

In 1979, ten years after the company was purchase.d by .l tssecond

owner, sales reached $3.5 mi II ion and employment 65. The company has

reso Ived many management and fl nanc i a I prob Iems and Jooksforward to

continued growth and technologicaldevelopmel)t.
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a large chemical manufacturer made an additional Investment. In 1970,

the fl rm that would buy the company out ten yeats later made all equity

Investment. The founder's family retained 45 percent ownership In the

company atth1stIme. I n 1973, the company wenf pubII c I n response to

Its Investors' demands for liquid stock. The compally raised addltlollal

capital through two further stock offerings In 1975 and 1977. In 1980,

the companv became awhol e I yownedsubsl diary of another firm I n the

b lo-med lce l Insfrumentatlontle.ld through a stock transfer.

This firm has far bettermanllgement resources, so should help

alleviate some of fhecompany's management prpblems associated with

growth.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT TOIAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1958 $ 70,000 30 5

1975 $ 17 Million ? 300
~... : .., ,"

$1979 70 MI Ilion 0 1150

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

During the company's first three years, 30 percent of Its annual

sales were governmentR & 0 contracts. Afterwards, however, the company

suspended all go';;ethmellf work, The founder felt that government work

ental leo far too much paperwork and far too little money to make It

worthwhile on a long-'term bas Is. Fur'ther , he fe I t that the staff mI ndSet

necessary forsuccesslngoverhment work would preclude good commercial

develqpment.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The key factors In the company's success were the founder's
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succeeded In diversifying and augmenting their sources of government

contracts but have remained almost entirely within the various government

agencies.

Because much of the compeny ' s work Is ct essl fl ed .defense contracts,

the company has been largely unaffected by cutbacks In government funding.
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company Is an R&D firm that develops systems and software

primarily for government agencies. It was founded In the mid 1960's

when several engineers at a local research facility became dissatisfied

with their Jobs and wanted to run their own company. This entirely

self-funded group received Its first contract after six months and showed

profit after the first year. The company has both broadened and intensified

Its markets and extended Its rechn Ica I capab i II ties. . It has exh IbIted an

annual aggregate growth rate In sales and employment of 30 percent but

has never had to seek outside capital.

The company designs systems and software for the solution of various

problems often associated with defense operations. This work most often

Involves paper, pencil, laboratory experiments and computer time. The

company's original general technology thus consisted not of patented

processes or equipment, but rather, the expertise and knowledge of its

founders. The company's technological, and thus financial success,

however, arose from successful applications of a theoretical breakthrough

In computation made In the same time frame as the company's start.

While the company's technological basis was originally focused

upon this computational breakthrough, the company has sought very broad

applications that draw on employees' expertise In a variety of fields.

Among the techniques the company uses are mathematical modeling, systems

analysis, economic analysis, engineering optimization, management science,

and computer simulation. rhe company bui Ids on Its previous work but

constantly expands Its capabilities in order to address new problems.

The company exists at the interface between academia and Industry.

Although al I of Its research Is applied, there is a sufficient underpinning

of theory to satisfy top researchers and senior technical staff who might
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SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

YEAR

1951

1979

SALES

$ 250,000

. $136 Million

%DIRECT
GOVERNMENt

100

5

TotAL
EMPLOYMENT

8

1500

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company depended heavily on government contract R ~ D in Its

early years. The founders had developed their original technology under

government contract whi Ie they worked for their former employer. They

did consulting work for the Air Force to support the company during

its Initial few months. The company's sales during its first few years

were almost entirely government R&D contracts. The company's other

divisions fairly rapidly surpassed governemnt R & Ddlvlslons In sales,

and the company was never ab Ie to commercia II zegoVernment sponsored

technology. The Initial government contract work, however, provided the

financial cushion unti I the company clarified Its goals and was able to

move Into large scale manufacturing of acquired technology as well as

into the radio and construction businesses. The situation points up

the problems faced by scientists and engineers when they try to bridge the

gap between contract research and commercialization.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The founders attr ibute the company's present phenomena I .success to

their decision to abandon contract R&D, their decision to give up

contra lin order to ra Ise cap Ita I In the publie market, and the company's

great diversification.

While contract R&D had gotten the company off the ground, over the
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of a market need, the avaiiabi lity of government funding in thE! development

of technology; the emergence of a prosperous market in the company's field

of spec Ia I izat Ion; and the entrepreneuri a I ro Ie mode I that the tounder' s

father offered.

The founder identified needed but not yet available technology that

was within reach, and set out to develop it. The company was able to finance

some of the critical technological development through the funding of

unsol icited proposals by the government. The founder pol rrtad out that in.
the company's early years the government would frequently fund an innovative

idea wIth no assurance of success. The founder's fami Iy background had

a significant influence on his willingness to accept r lsk and possible

failures as a cOst of directing an innovative company. The foundet's father

had been involved in a number of entrepreneurial business vE!ntures and the

founder was oriented toward running his own company.
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looked un I I ke Iyin the future. Recent Iy, the company merged with a much

larger, public corporation that can use the technology and has sufficient

financial resources and orientation to get hardwa~e to the market •

FINANCIAL .HISTORY

The company was founded In late 1968 with the equivalent of $150,000

prov I ded by a large corporat Ion for a 60 percent share of the equ Ity. The

funding was not cash; It was. budgeted on an "in kind" format. These funds

were not sufficient to keep the business operating, and the firm survived

on a number of smell Ioansdu ri ng the first year of operat Ion. With i n

two years, the firm was able to survive on its own revenues, and It

bought back the 60 percent they had originally sold to the Investor.

By 1972, the company had developed a sol id framework for growth, and

any other private fl nancingthey have recei ved has been growth oriented.

In 1972, the. firm received about $300,000 in private funding, and in 1973,

an additional $500,000. These ·Influxes of outside capital were compensated

with about 30 percent of the company's ownership.

Thecompariy experl ented a severe f.i nanc la I squeeze in ear Iy 1974 when

fl nanc I ngfor al arge contract requ i ring expens I ve new equ I pment fe I I through.

By stretching its payables, the firm was able to weather th", crisis, and

by early 1975, WGIS again on a firm financial base.

The firm has been expanding rapidly since 1972. In 1977, It merged

with a large firm, with the merger present I ng some form i dabl e f I nanc l a I

resources.
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Its success. The company secures contracts based on existing technical

capab I Iitl es that wI I I hel p extend those capab I I Ities as we I I as give the

·company access to new technology. The company also secures contracts

from many different sources so that only an across the board cut In federal

research a I loca't lons wou ld ~ave a severe f Inane i a I effect on the company.

The th Ird factor In the company's success Is the high qua I Ity of the

company's research staff. Their tremendous expertise and abl I Ity to

approach complex problems with creativity and Insight have strengthened

markets for the company's research.
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at the forefront of their particular scientific fields. The company is

run much more like an academic insfitution than an industrial research

facil ity. Since the company Is not concerned with commercialization, it

freely disseminates non-classified findings. The company encourages its

staff to participate in scientific conferences. The company runs a regular

distinguished speaker series to help its staff keep up with new technological

and scientific developments. The company also encourages its researchers

with complementary expertise andcapabl I ities to work together on projects,

wh Ich resu Its Inmore creat ive and otten more rap Id so Iut ions to camp Iex

prob lems ,

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company's only financing was the original $70,000 the six

founders put upln 1973 for equity in the company. They used this money

to pay the Ir own sa Iari es and that of a secretarywh I Iethey wrote

proposa Is for research contracts. In the beg InnIng, the i r research was

a Imost ent ire Iy theoret lea I, so did not requ ire equ i pment expend i tures.

As government contracts increased, the company began to acquire experimental

equipment through the contracts, which became part of the company's

available research facilities. The company also.gained access to very

advanced equ ipment and dev Ices at government rese.arCh Iaborator Ies.

The company has never had to seek add Itiona I financi ng. It has been

able to support its annual growth of over 30 percent on Its own sales

revenues. Founder 1 ascribes this success to the company's strong

research capab I I It i es and secur Ing contracts f ram three federa I agenc les,

and enough different departments within those agencle~ that the loss of

any single contract would have minimal financial repercussions.
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university set up by the Air Force during the Second World War. The

opt lcs Iab moved f rom the fl rst un ivers i ty wh ich no lonqer' wanted to be

involved in classified work for the Defense Department to another in 1947.

By 1957, its staff had expanded from 15 to 100 and it had accrued

approximately $1 mill ion per year In primarily sole soucceR & D contracts

for the Air Force. Within a year of the company's founding, R&D contracts

tota led $3.5 mI I I Ion.

In essence, the company's original technology and basic staff

capabll ities were developed under government contract. Large government

contracts in the eariy years served the additional function of providing

a financial cushion whi Ie the company acquired and developed its various

subsidiaries. Government sales continue to be important to the company,

representing approximately one third of its total sales.

SIGN IFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS.

The key factors in the company's success were its unique research

staff, government R&D contracts, especially in the wake of Sputnik and

the company's policy of expansion through acquisition. The first two factors

are very closely reiated. The unique aggregation of scientists and

engineers produced phenomenal results for the Air Force which engendered

further contraCts for aerial reconnaissance and other research work. The

government R&D work formed the basis of the company's technology and

provided a financial cushion for early expansion into other fields. The

general technical expertise of the research staff al lowed the company to

introduce the technological Improvements to transform its acquisitions into

f Inanc le l lv and technically viable divisions.

The company's acquisition policy wa" also central to Its great

c6rporate success. The company Is able to tap vast commercial markets

in a variety of fields and to reduce its financial dependence on generally

less predictable and remunerative government markets.
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capabilities within Its various branchos as well as to make additional

acquisitions. The company consists now of four major divisions: graphic

products, vision products (largely commercial), and applied technology

optical systems (largely government), which serve both government and

pUblic markets. The company's annual sales In 1978 reached a record high

of $265 million.

The company's original technology came from the aerial reconnaissance

work of the university lab that formed the company's nucleus. A unique

aggregat Ion of expert Ise Inab road range of fie Ids from phys Ics and

electronics to optics and chemistry existed In this lab. Its scientists

and technologists also exhibited a tremendous Ingenuity, motivation and

cooperation. The result was an unmatched ability to ~ddress very complex

problems, and develop the necessary processes and equipment to solve them.

In addition, the company had a science advisory board that consisted of

some of the nation's top scientists. The company's output on its

government R&D contracts during its early years was phenomenal.

The company's acquisitions often had no direct technological connection

with the company's original work. The same expertise and motivation that

lent brilliance to much of the company's aerial reconnaissance work, however,

a Iso Ied to the techno log ica I and f Isca I success of. the company's

acqu ls l t l.ons, For example, in 1958, the company purchased a fai ling

business whose main product, copying equipment, hpdbecome Obsolete.

The central research group was able to apply cOmputer technology pnd general

expertise in a var.iety of fields to develop the bpsic eqUipment that raised

the company's graphics division to national. importance.

As the years progressed, the company continued to exppnd through

acquisition. Although the company continues to perform considerable contrpct

R&D for .federal aqencl es , primar! Iy the Air For-ce , by the mid 1970's, it

had become too large and diffuse to mplntaln a central research faci Iity

that served a I I d Iv lsi ons. IndIv Idua I d Ivl s Ions now ma Inta In the Ir own
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of thecol1lpany to obtain the practical equivalent of patent rights from

the university was attributed to the close connections and mu'te l Iy

supportive attitudes among the founders, the unlverslty<lnd the major

C<lPit<lI source.

The close I nvo I vement and I nteract Ion w.l th the un I vers I ty has

continued to play <In important role in the company's devel.opment. It has

provided an excel lent mech<lnlsm for technology transfer and has enabled

the company to attract sol1leof the best people from the university for

Its eng I neerl ng .st<lH •

It Is important to note the extremely long gestation period In this

field of technology. Despite the company's tremendous R&D expenditures,

avallabll Ity of Inventions brought In from th.e university and technology

gained through <lcquisltic:>n,mariY of the founders' original Ideas are just

now coming to fruition, while others cou l d remain In the research stage

far Into the future.
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Although the company began showing a profit In the second full year,

It cont Inued to have cash f low prob Iems. The. company was resea rch lng,

developing and producing very large expensive pieces of equipment for

which It received progress payments that were insufficient for its working

capital needs. In 1953, a group of wealthy private investors provided the

company with $500,000 new capital. In 1955, this same group invested a

further $920,000. In 1961, the company secured a $3 mill Ion loan In the

form of convertible subordinate notes from a large Insurance firm, again

for cash flow purposes. The Insurance firm saw a great potential In the

high technology Industry, and In particular In the company. The terms of

the loan were very reasonable: 12 years at 4-3/4 percent and a stock

option. In 1963, with a fairly secure financial base, the company was

listed on the New York Stock Exchange, but without any additional stock

offering for the purposes of stock liquidity and acquisitions.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

YEAR SALES

1947 $ 2,165

1974 $ 41 Mil lion

1979 $ 65 MI I lion

%DIRECT %INDIRECT TOTAL
GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

0 0 3 to 25

Small Small 1,350

Small Small 1,924

The company's original market consisted of hospitals pioneering megavolt

cancer therapy. When advances In other modes of cancer therapy forced the

company to se~k other markets, It found ready customers In university labs

doing atomic/electronic research.

1964 witnessed a dramatic cut In university research bUdgets due to

government cuts In university research support, which again forced the

company to seek other products and markets. During the. transition period,
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company was founded In 1946 because two university professors

(Founders 1 and 2) wanted to bring their atomic/electronic technology

to the market. They convinced a colleague and former associate (Founder 3)

thcit the venture held great potential benefit for society. They also

convinced him that the venture's success would hinge oot only on their

own Inventions, but equally on the effective management of a sclentlst/

president.

AI I of the company's origInal technology and many of Its later

technological developments came from the university research of

Founders 1 and 2. The university had transferred management of patents

In this field to an Independent corporation. At the tIme of founding,

the company entered Into a special agreement with this corporation that

guaranteed (as closely as was legally advisable for the university as a

non-profit Institution) exclusive license to the company for those

patents of Founders 1 and 2 upon which the company would base Its technological

development.

Founder 1, a physicist, made his first technological breakthrough In

1931 when he was a graduate student. He continued to pursue the same line

of basic research for the rest of his life. Founder 2, an electrical

engineer, was an early co-worker of Founder 1, who later became a professor

at the same universIty. In the 1930's, he conceived of applying Founder l's

technology to cancer therapy. He began developing specific equipment for

this use. By 1940, he had detlvered units to three hospItals.

After a four year Interruption. caused by WWI I, Founder 2 returned to

his cancer therapy work. He realized that for the technology to have any

Impact, he needed to move It out of the university lab and Into development

and production. The company was founded with this specific application In
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pubII c hea Ith agenc Ies to deve Iop an effect Ive Ieael testl ng program.

The founder and his sc lent ists ref Ined the ASV.w idened Its capab III ties.

drastically reduced the cqst of each test~ Incre~~ed Its sPeed so results

could be read Immediately, and mape unit~ that Were light ancj portable.

Public health workers could now bring the ASV to Individual field clinics

making the lead testing prq9r~m truly cqmprehenslve,

Its work with the bloqd lead te~tlng progr~m prqylded the company with

technological and financial Impetus, This wor~ also established the

company's precedence In the fle1cj of trace metal cjetectlon. The company

now has an uncontested International mar~et for Its devices, ancj It i:l'so

has a test lab facility to serve those gro~ps to~t neeel tqq feW tests to

purchase their own equipment.

The company Invests i:lt lei:lst 25 percent of Its sales In R&D. The

fo~nder estimates that the company prqduces a m~Jor bre~kthro~gh at least

eVery other year. The most recent Is a device that tests for iron levels

In blood serum at 50 per~ent of the former cqst, and ten times the speed,

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

YEAR

1970

1974

1979

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

2

30

100

AltOq~9h the cqmpany's technology is usep prlmC!rlly fqr eliagnpstlc

testing arld Is p~rticylarly app l Iceb le to f,arge sC,alescreenirl9, It I§

Infrequent Iy f~nQeQ 91 rect Iy llY pub,! Ic funds. Ho.....ever, the Incr-eased

awarenesS of the h,azards of lead and the will ingnessto use public f unds
""0 'c· ...... '", ','_.0'- ",- ',. . ..... ' ... ".'.. .. ...•... , •..•.. _, ..,.....,' ... "" .. .. ..

to try to deal with the prqblem, has clearly had a positive effect on
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Government contract R & o, however, was the source of the company's

original technology. The founders were able to bul Idthe company on

almost ten years worth of basiC and appl led research on chemistry and

pharamcology of a particular claSs of drugs, all performed under government

contract. Thus, government R&D was Integral to the company's development

and It could not have been done without the commercial and patent rights

from 0.0.0.

SIGNIFICANT,EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The key factors in the com~any's develo~ment were Its original

government sponsored technology, its Initial facilities agreement and

the ultimate redefinition and clarification of its goals and business

plan.

Whl Ie the company did not start out with a wei I defined product,

It was not workIng In the dark. The founders' work for the Ir former

employer under government contract had established the feasibility and

basic technology for the ty~e of drugs the company sought to develop. This

original research would not have been within the financial capabi Iities

of the founders.

The company's Initial facilities and marketing agreement provided a

financial cushion whi Ie the company establ lshed its cr'ed lb l lity in

pharmaceut Ica I research, secured other c I Ients and brought sales and

profits to a level that would permit self-financing of later expansion.

Innovative technology and sound financing alone are never sufficient

to pro~ela>Jrrm from small scale contract R&D to major corporate success.

A f Irmneeds a clearly defined product and market and a clear butflexlbJe

business plan. The company's satisfaction of these requirements has

already netted positive results and should continue to aid tAe company's

success.
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company was founded In 1970.as.a pharmaceutical research and

development partnership by four entrepreneurial scientists from Industry

and academia. For the early years of Its existence, It was primarily

funded by a large chemical concern. The company SUbsequently incorporated

as It got further Into development and marketing. At that time, the

company also made a conscious polley decision both to expand Its contract

research operations and to direct Its own R&D towards a commerclallzable

product. The company has since significantly expanded Its drug development and

testing capabi lltles. It currently uses a variety of corporate and other

capital sources to finance the development and market entry of new drugs

without relinquishing any equity.

The company's basic technology came from the founders' work at the

R&D firm which they left In 1970. Prior to 1970, the founders and several

co~workers who left with them were Involved In drug development work for the

U. S. government, lnc ludlnq the Department of Defense. 0.0.0. made an

abrupt pol icy change which had a significant Impact. The results of the

previous research were declassified and the current contract work was

discontinued. As Is standard 0.0.0. policy, the company was given the

commercial patent rights to the technology they had developed under their

government contracts. This opened up a whole new body of drugs for

further research and commercial development .

. The or Igina I R&D firm was wI IIi ng to license the techno logy to the

founders, when they decided to strike out on their own.

The founders planned to continue this line ·of research then pass drug

possibilities on to a major drug company to test, manufacture and market.

It was with this goal In mind that the company entered into a long-term

R&D licensing agreement with a major chemical concern. Following the

"__. ._.c..._.._. ~ .~._
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As time pr09ressed, the firm diversified into more commercial fields.

Today" government bus i nessaccolJnts for Iess than ha I f of thei r sa les, with

about 50 percent of this business In research and development, and about

50 percent in hardware. The work is prlmari Iy done In the fields of

energy and defense. The firm's founder emphasized the ba I ance that Is

now kept between commerci a I and government work. Wh i Ie attempts have

-b-een-ma-ae--touse- teclinologTaeveTopeaf6FtheC-g6veriimel1t~incoomerci~T
applications, they have been largely unsuccessful. The work has just

been too speci a I i zed, with too many performance requi rements.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The three key factors in the company's success were the role of

government funding, the support that the university offered in their

early development, and the founders' attitude in setting priorities.

The importahce of the firm's government funding should now be

obvious. For the first ten years after the company incorporated,government

money constituted 95 to 100 percent of their revenu~,and laid a firm

f i nancl a I base for furtherd i vers lfl cat i on.

Li ke many other hi gh--techno logy companI es, the ro Ie of the un ivers i ty

In the company's initial struggie for acceptance Is extremely importaht.

By both furnishing lab space and secretarial assistance, it gave the

founders a framework around wh i ch tddrgari I ze I tse If, essent I a I Iy, free of

charge. In addition, the lJhiversity'spol l cv of encouraging faculty to

spend a day a week on outside consulting suret v p l evec ~ role in the

company's formation. A1lth ree fouhders arest I I lassoc i ated in some

capacity withtheun I varsl ty.

A less tangible reaspnfor the firm's success re l a'tes to attitude.

The founders were more interested In solving problems than In making a

lot of money, and this kind or orientation was Iniused into the employees'
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The company's fundamental technplogy stemmed from teaching and

research done at the university. Al I three founoerswere associated with

the university, (and sti 1,1 are) ano the role it played in the development

of technology cannot be overemphasi~ed. As mentioned, the development

and uti I l zaf l on of stroboscopes was the groundwprk for much of thei r

early work and led them to work In night-aerial photpgraphy, radar, and

aircraft gunslghts. Projects that the firm explored throughout the 1950's

were v l r tue l.tv all governm",nt funded. However, In the early 1950's,

gpvernment fund i ng of atom i c weaponry emerged as the company' 5 ma I 1'1 revenue

source and this technology r",mained at the top of the firm's priorities

right through the 1950's.

Inevitabl'y,thisgovernment work had to slow down, and when it did

in the Iate 1950' s,stroboscopesagal n became the rna ln component upon

which the bUsinessrellolved. With successes In both the governmental

and coemerc i a If! e I ds , suff i c Ierrt cap i ta I had been generated to pursue

an active acquisition pol Icy through the 1960's and 1970's, significantly

developing their technological breadth. Today, the company's technological

developments Include manufacturing of nuclear and electronic measuring

equipment, the produc:tlon of gepphyslcal survey Instruments, f1ashtubes,

photodiodes, image sensors, and mechanical seals. The firm also p-rovTdes

consulting fpr national defense, phYSic:s research, space exploration, and

environmental programs.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The corporat ion started with no more than $30,000 In work i ng cap i ta I,

and unti I, the company went pub I lc in 1967, th is was an Instance In which

the founder-s had chosen to invest their own, funds In the orgaHI~a,tion.

In the ear Iy veers , the overhead was essent ia II y non-ex istant, with the

university supplying them with lab space and secretur le.l ess.lsrance , enc
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on sound econom Ic p Iann Ing. In add i t ion, the firm wasab Ie to acqu Ire

companies and,by using its strong engineering capab l I itles, improve the

existing products and expand Into new markets.

A further factor in the company's success was Its relationship with

the university. The company grew out of a part-time consulting partnership

that was stimulated by the university's pol icy of encouraging faculty to

spend one day a week on outside consulting. In addition, one of the founders

retained his faculty position, and his students became a source of highly

qua I i f Ied techn ica I amp Ioyees.
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systems.

I n the b Io-medi ca I area, the firm has deve Ioped a system ell I owl ng

performance of mu It i pie c Ii n I ca I or research Iaboratorv tests on sma II amounts

of b I oodserum or other body flu Ids. Des i gned to increase speed, eff i c Iency,

and accuracy, wh II edecreas I ng costs, th i sequ I pment finds wide app Ii cat Ion

in fields of Immunology, serology, and microbiOlOgy. The firm entered this

field by acquiring a company whose products could be greatly Improved by

the app II cat i on of sound eng ineer I ng des Ign. After redes i gn I ng the product,

the firm was then able to enter the marketplace with a superior product

that had far' reach I ng eppl I cat Ions. Th I s pattern has been the modeI for

the company's aCquisition program and has been particularly successful.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

Because of the part-time nature of its early dealings, the company

did not requ i re any In I t i a louts i de cap ita I. The on I y form of f i nanc I ng

used was through Its cash flow; It wasn't until 1962, when business

drastically slowed down , that the founders had to Inject some capital. At

this time, the founders stopped drawing salaries for six to eight months

until business improved again. The company did resort to some financing

In the mid 1960's Iii the form of convertible debentures. They were sold

only to raise cash flow, and were bought back in the mid 1970's. At

this time, they increa~ed their bank loan to about $4 mi II ion, but presently

that debt has dwindled to $250,000.

The company has generally profited from an extremely favorable cash

flow, which al lOlled It to avOid constricting financial commitments and

heavy indebtedness. Even when acquiring the southern frrm, It dld'so

with a combinatIon of stocks and cash, avoiding any serious long-term

debts. The firm went pub l Ic in 1968 to make acquisitions easier to

accomp I I sh •
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contracts, to produce efficiently top quality substances for use in its

own research for a viable 'product. These highly special ized, difficult

to produce substances made the Ir way into researchfaci II ti es a II over

the world. The close connections maintained with researchers over the

years gave them the access and reputation needed to sel I their materials.
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materl al s Increased, c:reat Ing a large marketespec Ia I Iyin univers Ity

labs. The founder's university connections and the company's 'reputation

for f rontl e r r eseerch hel ped the company dom i nate thai" market. The company

then went into large scale production, eventually becoming the leading,

often sole, supplier' of certain laboratory materials with current/annual

sales up to around $5 ml II ion.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company's original financing came ft:'om a sma ll group of private

investors who gave the founder $50,000 for 20 percent of the company'.s

stock. The founder used this to set up his research facility. The investors

were surprised at the smal I size of the founder's request and. expressed

wil I ingness to provide additional capital. The founder insisted he didn't

need more. He planned to sUbmit unso l iclted research proposals and thus

have the government fund the company's Initial research and solve early

cash flow problems.

Within eight months of incorporation, the company received Its first

I government contract. The only additional financing the company ever

received was a loan from the founder's personal funds during a particularly

bleak period. If the company decides to Implement its major expansion

plans,it expects to go to the public market for funding.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT % INDIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1961 $ 500,000 100 10-15

1979 $ 5 Mi II ion 60 30 85
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The 1957 decision to enter the field of psycho"acoustlcs also

Induced the company's entry into the computer field. This gave rise to

a very profitable computer division. It also markedly augmented the

company's capabilities In other fields (e.g., acoustic engineering).

The availability of government funding for unsolicited research

proposals during the 1950's and early 1960's contributed substantially

to the cOlllpany's success. The company developed much of Its technology

and expertise under government contract. It has very effectively

transferred key portions of this technology to the marketplace.

The company. has a very strong pol Icy of backing promising technologies

throughsp Inoffs. Th Is Is one of the most successfu I methods of techno Iogy

transfer that we have encountered In our study. It Is a Iso Interest Ing to

note that while the company has provided spinoff technology for other

firms to acquire, It has never gained technology through acquisition.

The company's performance In transferring technology gained under

government contract provides a strong case for government support for

technological development. In a number of cases the company has success

fully commercialized a technology to the benElflt of national technological

development as well as the company's stock holders. Without the Initial

government R&D support, these technologies WOUld. not have been available

for commercl a I Izat Ion.

A further factor In the company's success was Its relationship with

the unIvers Ity ,wh Ich encouraged ours Ide consu It Ing. The company grew out

of a part-time consulting partnership between two qf the founders. In

addtt Ion. four of the staff retal ned the lr facu Ity pos It Ions; the Ir

graduate students became a source of highly que l l f led technical employees.
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The company's computer work, both directly and Indirectly, gave

rise to marketabletechnol6gles. When such a technology was Identified

as with time-sharing In 1963, and packet switching In 1973, the company

set up a wholly owned subsidiary to exploit It. A few of the company's

researchers moved on to the subsidiary, but for the most part, they

provided consulting, advice, and basic technology to the new staff hired

for the subsidiary. Eventually, most subSidiaries were sold to Individuals

or larger firms that would develop the technology further.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

Fortunately for the company, royalties from an early product enabled

It to bypass all Initial venture capital. Contract work was a constant

and growing source of funds. Whenever cash flow became a problem In the

1950's, the company took out commercial bank loans. The only time It

received any major outside funding was when It went public In 1961. The

$2 million the company made In Its first public stock offering, however,

was Incidental to Its primary motive for going public. The company wanted

to otter stock options to attract key personnel, but such options are

more meaningful with liquid stock on the public market.

Whi Ie the company never had to seek direct outside funding for

Itself, Itdld go to venture capital to finance its subsidiaries. It was

very careful to bring outside flnancers In slowly, however, In order to

reta In contro I of the subs Idiary. In ..one case Inwh Ich the company had

Invested $250,000 of lts own In a subsl diary and rai sed $25 mIIII on for

It In outside f Inanci ng, the company eventua II yreal Izeda net prof it of

$14 mliliontrom the SUbsidiary's sale.
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COMPANY DEYELOPMENJAND TE91olt-lOL<;lGI;GALHISTORY

Thesomp,any is nqwa llila\lI;ng R,& ,0 ,fLr:m lnacc;>ustlcs ,a09 computers

(I nformatl9n sclence ) with oyer a thqusangempl oyees" It grew out of the

part-tlmeC;onsultlng work of tw9 \InlVlilrslty professprs wnp fPrme9a

padnersh Ipin 1948 Itnliln ooe ,of them rlilclillYege majoraq>ust I sal design

ccntrect, Betweeo1948 ,ao,d ,19153 "when the ,cClmpany lncorporatec , the f I rst

two founders rece I ved cpnslde.raply morecpntracts an\lProugnt three former

graduate st\ldent!; Into tne partnersh lp, TneYe lse deve IPPed a product

whose royel t les al l oved t.he ComPeny tPPYPa?? venture capttal conp tere lv

tn Its lilarly financing nlilE.lg? in thlil 1950'S,

Qurlng the 1950'5, the c9mpany firmly estaPII?hed Its reputetlon In

erchltecturel acoustics and nQIse c;pntrQI 991nQ primarily sonsulting and

cqntract R&D, In 19157, it maglil a f9ray intp pSYc::hQ~acou?tIS? whlcn gave

rise In the 1960'5 npt Qnly t9 an eXPert gepartmlilnt pf psysho-acoustics,

but also to the comPanY'? \O'h91lil c;omPytlilr 9peretl9n.

The companv went pubI] sin 19tH. Its emp loyment hes grown s'tead II y

over thlil vears , The app II ed netYre 9f It? work an9 I t? exPert Ise I n the

field helpe9 the company lilsC;i:\Pe the flnenC;Ii:\1 revi:\ges of thEl Mansfield

amendment end Nixon'? dres't l ccuss In research spend lnq, The compeny has

elso been i:\ leeger In teshn919!jy transflilr and ha? ?et iJP e Iluml>er of

sycces?fyl subslgiarllils to exploit and commerclell?e spinoff technolQgle?,

Thlil c9ffipany's fun9i:\mental tElCllOc;>logy came from Its Initial foungers'. .. - . .' " ., . . . ..

IndiVidual aC;edlilmls w9r~an9 thlillr lilarly collal>Qratlon. Tne first two

founder-s heel; worke.d tQgetner 9YT I ng WW I I, and afterward? es.teb IIShElcl an

aC9Ustlc;al lab9ratory at, the unlyer?lty. In addltlQn tQ tnel.r research,

thE\,y d,ld re,gyf"r 9ut?1ge cQn.?J,ltlng.

AIth9Y,9n. mc;>st actue.l tEl9nnoiogy 1,5 deve lop.ed within th,e company's

I,abs,th,e yn,lvElrslty "connect ton" 1'1.;35, and 15, an ImpQrtant corrtrlbutlon
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from 8 In 1962 to Its present level of 350.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

None of the founders had personal financial resources to contribute

to the company's start-up costs. As a result, they gave their Initial

Investors, who Included a private venture capitalist and a medium-sized

manufacturer', 90 pertent Interest In the company for the $250,000 they

needed for start-up In 1962. Stock 'optlons to founders and key emp loyees

Increased their potential Interest from 10 to 35 percent.

From 1964 to 1968, the company raised an additional $800,000 to

support general growth. It went public In 1977. Since the purpose In

going public was stock liquidity rather than raising capital, the company

Issued no new stock, but simply registered with theS.E.C.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT %INDIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1962 0 0 0 8

19,63 $ 100,000 25 0 8

1974 $ 7 Million 10 15 190

1979 $20 Mill ion 10 15 352
(app rcx, )

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

During, Its early years; up to a quarter of the company's sales

represented government R&D work. Because of the dl ff IcuIt Ies

associated with background rights and patents, the company attempted

to minimize direct government R&D contracts. The company left the

government contract R&D market entirely during the early to mid 1970'S.

It Is presently performing some research for government agencies who
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the company Is presently based.

The third factor essentIal to the company's success was Its relation

ship to Founder 2's university. University polley encouraged faculty

members to spend one day a week on outsIde consulting. If Founder 2 had

been forced to choose between the company and the university, the company

would never have been founded. Instead, he was able to develop commercially

a promisIng technology and fulfill his academic obi igatlons. As noted before,

Founder 2's straddling of the university/industry interface also aided In

keeping him abreast in the separation field and in providing the company

with a renewable source of highly trained technical personnel. At one time,

over 10 percent H4l of the university's 10 year output of chemical

engineeringPh.D.'swereon, the company staff.
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company needed no additional outside financing. In 1977, the company was

wholly acquired by Its second Investor, to obtain complete management control.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

% 01 RECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

1963 0 0 4

1974 $ 3.0 Million 70 80
(epprox , )

1979 $ 12 Mil I Ion 15 225
(epprox. )

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

The company's direct government Involvement did not commence unti I four

years af ter found i ng and .thenundersomewhatunusua I circumstances • NIH had ..

heard about the company's Method B technology. Another very large chemical

f lrm was developing 5 Imil artechnol ogy and was the on I y firm In the country

applying It to the development of a kidney dialysis device. The federal

agency wanted to encourage competition In the field and so asked the company

to submit an "unsolicited" proposal to work on this same device.

Although one of the company's board of director members objected to

any government involvement, the company had been unable to secure financing

for Method B deve lopment from .any other source. While the company was under

contract, the application of Method B t t r received a second contract as welH

to a particular medical device, It was a I soab Ieto deve Iopandrefi ne general

Method B teC:hnology. Thus, government funding was one Important factor In

the company's later succeSS when It developed more remunerative commercial

and Industria I applications of Methodf3 •

The c:ompany 'ssuc:c:essunder Its orlgi nalgovernmentcontractfacilitated

additional awards which fOr many years supported the work of both .Its
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The company's Original technology came from Founder 2's university

research. The company hoped tod~ve Iop and ref I ne Method A of chern I ca I

separation Into a commercially marketable product, and devoted four years

ahd a lot Of effort and mOney. In addition, two of the later employees

became particularly enthusiastic about a second method (Method Bl for

separation and the company SUpported their research as well.

By 1967, it had become clear that Method A'S development to product

stage would require another 10 years research and considerable additional

funding. The company made a decision to discontinue Method A research

and expand Its work on Method S, which was coming close to commercial

applicability. Although the company's intent was to improve Method B

technology generally, the company's R&D was soon focused on a very

specific application.

A federal a!lency became Interested in one aspect of the technology and

awarded the company a $220,000 contract to develop It for us~ in kldn~y

dialysis devices (see Governmentlnvol vement section for deta il s l • I ttook

another five years and additional financing to, develop the technology. The

company then licensed the teChnology to another company tor production and

market I n!l. About the Same t Ime, aneppl i<:;atlon was deve loped for the auto

I ndusfrv and now dom] nates thl s mar'ket 'Worl dw i de.

In the meanwhile, the company had developed a biomedical division and

me'r!led wi thanothei"company started by Founder 1 and one of the pr I vate

investors to forman 'environmental division where they worked on testing

devices. However,I n1979 ,management decided That In view of the problems

with gover'nment contract, wbrK, theywou I d phase .out all such work and

concentr-ataon devel oplnglndustrl alappli cat ionsofi ts technology (Method Bl.

The biomedical division has been phased but and the environmental di'llslon

was sold out to an employee.
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of new technology. This company cited numerous examples of having a new

techno Iogyturned down by rbe U.S.government ,and beIng forced to take

that technology overseas and successfully Introducing the new technology

before the U.S. government would develop an Interest. This comment appears

In other case studies. It was also noted that they have often encountered

situations where the government specifications and·the tests don't match,

or the specifications and the actual use of the product do not match.

One comes away with the Impression there may be a serious government

procurement problem, i.e., maintaining the procedure while forgetting

the purpose.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

There are two fundamenta I Issues and three· sign If Icant events In

the company's'hlstory. The first Issue Is the failure of the company to

develop any commercial products. The company struggled with this Issue

from Its very beginning and would appear to have given up on the Idea at

the present time. The second Issue Is the company's success In finding

a pIace II'l the puIsed high power energy fie Id. Thls was one of the·

technologies the founders brought to the company, and the company has been

a leader In extending the state-of-the~art.

The three significant events Include: first, the public offering

of thel r stock , followed by a drop In government sponsored research and

their ability to cope with this problem. Finally, the sale of the company

al'ld their Successful relatiol'lshlp with their I'lew parent.

This company has also, Indirectly, been running its own economic

development program. There are currently five companies operating In the

immediate areas that are technological sp ln-of f s of this company. All

five are apparently operating at a profit and prodUcing products for the

commercial or governmental markets.
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and Into early 1915. Once the company went through their Initial drop,

and took a hard look at their operation , Ia Id off the necessary peop1e

and divested themselveS of their subsidiaries and wrote down the losses,

they found they were In a secure financial position. They were stll I

benen t Ing f rom the Ir strong cash. pos It i on as a resu It of the Ir stock

Sale, and In 1973-74, they were able to operate at a profitable level.

In fact, once a full evaluation waS completed of the 1972 period, they

rea II zed the parent R&D company had bean prof Itab Ie, but the subs IdIar Ies

hadq ragged them Into the red.

During the period 1973-74-75, the members of the board of directors

had been searching for a way to stabilize the company. The board was

anxious to find a situation that would give the company a broader based

market and strengthen the management. In August ,1975, the company was

sold to another research based organization tn the Northwest. This merger,

which on the surface did not seem to make sense, has been very successful.

The company has continued Its profitable operations with little Interference

from the new parent, and both partners appear to be pleased with the

resulting organization.

At the present time, the company's sales are divided between direct

government <70 percent), Ind Irecr government (20 percent), and fore Ign (10

percent). The company Is almost totally In the reaearch and development

bus 1nessw iththe OM prov Iso that .aImost ha If of a I I of the lr contracts

result In some type of hardware. A major fraction (50-60 percent) of

their business Involves R&D of pulsed high voltage energy sources.

FINANCIAL HiStORY

The company started In 1962 with a little over $400,000. A sma I I

amount came from the technical founders, $150,000 was equity capital,

and about $250,000 came from loans. Between 1964 and 1970, sales and
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNO~QGICAL HISTORY

Th is company was formed on J uIY 1.1 1962, by three Ph. D. phys Ic Ists

from a major government sponsored research Iaboratbryand venture capita II st.

The initial venture capital was composed of small amounts from each of the

physicists, $150,000 in equity capital and approximately $250,000 In loans.

The company was formed to take advantage of the technical knowledge gained

In the founders' work In nuclear research. The founders felt their

knowledge had value In and of Itself, but they also had over fifty

poss IbIe products they fe It cou Id be deve loped ut II Izing the techno logy

developed In their research.

In order to keep the company on a solid footing, however, the

founders immediately started looking for R&D contracts. They did not

have long to walt, within three months they had their first R&D contract.

By 1963, the end of the first year of operation, the company had sales

of $300,000 with 20 employees and was operating profitably.

In the time between 1964 and 1970, sales and profits Increased

rapidly reaching a level of $18 ml I I ion In 1970 with over 600 employees.

Th Is per Iod a Iso saw a number of efforts at divers If Icat Ion.

In 1967, the company acquired the rights to a very small company

that produced a line of electro-optical radiometers and was also

developing a programmable desk top calculator. The initial acquisition

was rea I IY a she I I; the Id.eas were there, but I ItHe else. The company

eventually put over $3 mi II Ion Into this venture. Initially, the

operation was allowed to function independently of the company, but In

1969, the acquisition was brought Into the corporate structure as a

SUbsidiary. In 1971, this acquisition was sold to a major U.S. suppl ier

of electronic test equipment.

In 1968, the company entered Into an agreement to exchange sto~~
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FINANCIAL HlSTORY

The initial financing of $300,000 came through a public offering to

250 individuals. Since then, the company's growth has been financed

almost totally through retained earnings. There have not been any

additional equity offerings, and peak cash flow requirements have been

financed through short-term loans.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

%DIRECT % INDIRECT TOTAL
YEAR SALES GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT EMPL.OYMENT

1961 $ 70,000 85 15 8

1974 $1,500,000 60 5 35

1979 $2,500,000 50 10 50

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

An important episode in the company's history occurred during the

problems associated with the C5A contract. Basically, the prime contractor
. ,

had seriously underpriced the final product. The effect of this under-

pricing had a ripple effect on the sub'-contractors. In this case, the

company lost $300,000 on their part of the contract. Evenutally, a

process was established for the contractors associated with the C5A to

recover their 10sses.Th is company compiled with the requirements,

f ll ed the necessary support Ing documents, and subml tted the Ire Iaim.

Unfortunately, theY were the first contractor tofl.le a claim. In, the

view of the founder, this was the reason the claim 'was turned down. The

people reviewing their claim knew there would be a number of contractors

fll ing claims, including the prime contractor, and they did not want to

set any precedents over $300,000. Fortunately for the company, they had

other profitable contracts at the time, and this was a major annoyance
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the users of the corrective lenses could be clearly identified, the

att itudes of peep' e who contro I led access to the market were not

understood. This is a typical case of believing If the technology works,

the product wil I automatically be successful. This failure must have

had a tremendous paycho loq lca l impact on the company's founder. Especially

since he had spent many years perfecting the technology even before the

business started.

The other major experience has been associated with the Initial

contract to produce lenses for the Instant camera, and then the discovery

that there would be no more orders for an extended period of time, due to

an oversupp Iy. Throughout a II of i-hese events, the under Iy Ing strength

of the company and ItS strong Init i a I f inanc Ia I back i ng has a II owed the

company to remain In business. The company Is currently financially

sound and operating in a profitable and conservative manner.
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camera made a discovery. They had made a gross error In theJrestlmatlon

of their need for lenses. As a result, they had an eighteen month supply

on hand. 1975 was a year In wh Ich the company rece Ivee no orders for

camera lenses, but sfll I managed to make a profit. In 1976, the company

hIred a new management team and the company began to take on new .d linensIons.

Under the new management, the company has .d Iv Ided Its bus Iness a long

three. bas Ie I Ines. The company and the founder are st I I I In the R&D

medical business, attempting to develop ophthalmic Instruments. They have

developed a strong sub-contractor position in the solar field, and their

proprietary lines represent a variety of products from big screen

television to a variety of lenses for the auto and dl.rect consumer

markets.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company raised $1.7 mil I Ion at the time of Its founding through

a limited stock offering that was handled by a wei I known brokerage firm.

Almost $600,000 was spent In the unsuccessful attempt to enter the eye

lens market and the first years of operation were at a loss. When the

camera lens application was discovered, however, the picture Improved

drast Icall v , Iri recent years, after a new management team was hIred In

1976, the company experienced only one of operation without making a

profit. Aside from the Initial stock offering, the company has operated

almost enti re Iy on reta Ined earn Ings. The cu rrentdebt structure of

approximately $200,000 is covered by lease arrangements for capital

equipment.
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they took thelrml I-spec products and put them In their general product

catalog. According to the company, the GSA has continued to buy their

product at approximately the same rate, and the company has Increased Its

profit margin per sale by avoiding the paperwork associated with the

previous contract.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

Th Is company has been pr ImarI IY or Iented to fl I I i nga perce Ivee

need In a market rather than developing a market. Their Initial product was

designed to fit Into a need In the space program. The company did not

take adequate precautions to protect Its assets, or to position Itself

In another market in case the space program folded. The cycle was

repeated In the telecommunications field, and the computer business. The

prob Iems with the computer bus lness were compounded by the high r Isk

nature of Its entry tnto a market where they knew they had an Inadequate

financial base. In the end, the company went back to Its basic bread

and butter product and have prospered.
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

In 1963 , this company was formed by a foreign nat lona Ito .supp Iy

products to the space program. After some moderate success, the space

program was downgraded In 1967, and the firm was In serious financial

difficulty. Unfortunately, there were some other problems relating to

the founder and his management of the company. As a result, the founder

left the country. In 1968, a new president was appointed and the company

began to enter some new fields. In 1969, the company merged with another

cash short firm that had a product In the emerging telecommunications

field. This proved to be a growing field and the company began to prosper

once again. During this period, they were able to attract additional

operating capital by privately placing convertible issues of stock.

By late 1971, the company, convinced of the growth potential in

the computer Industry, made a decision to enter the computer main frame

business. The basic decision was to use the profits from their operations

in the telecommunications business to finance this new venture. Eventually,

the company intended to bring the new computer product to the point that

would support a publ ic offering to raise the funds necessary for a long

term program.

This program failed for a number of reasons. The 1972~73 recession

that hit the electronics business found this company desperately short

of cash. The company management had geared up for a crash effort to

enter the computer business and when sales dropped in the telecommunications

business, there was no way to avoid Chapter 11 proceedings, which they

entered in early 1974.

By October of 1975, the company was out of Chapter 11 with a new

management. The company dropped al I plans for the computer business and

has concentrated on the telecommunications business, with one new product

I ine added (also in the telecommunications business> In the last five years.
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sponsored research. However, the rec,"i>rch environment certainly

contributed to the founders ability to develop the product.

At a critical time In the company's development, it was able to

secure additional capital through the sale of stock to an SBIC. Although

other sources of capital were abai lable to the company, the SBIC offered

the best terms.

In the med i ca I area, the company deal s with the Food and Drug

Administration and has. found the FDA regulations for the introduction

of products particularly onerous. It feels the FDA unnecessar] Iy

restr lets the errtrv of new technology and Innovat Ion In the med Ica I

field. These restrictions place an additional financial burden on the

small manufacturer, and Increase the cost of medlca.lproducts to the

consumer once they have been Introduced.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

From Its inception, tt)istompanyhas been characterized by

extremes. The initial commercial application for a relatively well

known scientific curiosity was an unqualified success. The company's

fai lure to gain patent protection, failure to control their manufacturing

costs, and Initial refusal to seil to the OEM market just about finished

off the company after two years of operation. On the other hand, in the

face of advers Ity, tho company turned back to the I," bas Ic techno logy and

developed Improved products, with protection. This re-orlentatlon

attracted the additional capital needed to keep the company in operation.

The company also developed a basic marketing strategy that diversified

their product line enough to enter three distinct product areas; the original

consumer market, the new medical market, and the previously shunned OEM

market. In order to put rn t s market strategy Into pperatlon, the company

merged with two other companies. The initial merger .was not totally

successful because the merged companies fal led to real ize the humidity
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to come out of Chapter 11 within six months (January, 1976) with new

management. During 1976, the company did extensive work to commercialize

Its many new technological developments, rejuvenate dormant markets, and

Improve the efficiency of Its manufacturing operations. During this

period, even though the company was chronically short of cash, it Invested

heav II yin cap Ita I equ Ipment. In J uIY of 1976, It a lso formed a jo Int

venture with Its European distributor to market the company's products In

Europe, the Middle East and Africa. Many of Its products are now

manufactured In Europe using OEM components supplied by. the parent.

The company had earlier determined to concentrate Its efforts into

three major areas; OEM supplies, medical products, commercial products

for advertising and finished products for mass merchandising. In order

to follow this lIne for their products, the company actively began to seek

acquisitions that would help In achieving the desired results. By July

of 1977, the company had successfully completed the merger of their

compa.ny with two other companies. The resulting entity (with a new

name) provided the necessary breadth of product line and technology to

successfully compete In the desired markets.

Initially, each of the three subsldlar~es continued to operate in

Its field of strength and their combined operations were attractive enough

to bring In additional venture capital. However,.by 1979 it was clear a

conso I Idat Ion was necessary and a new site InCa I lforn Ia was chosen for

the combined operations.

At the present time, the company's sales In the U.S. amount to

$2 mil I lon, with an additional non-consolidated $1 mil lion from their

European operations. These sales are spl It roughly in thUds between OEM,

medical and consumer sales.
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had many more applications than their or lql net iproduct , and thus broader

markets. The company now has many d If ferent products.

The second factor In·the company's development was the restructuring

of Its management as a condition of .Its second round of funding. Amajor

problem with many high technology firms is that founders who are gooq

technologists but poor managers often retain control over the company,

to the company's financial detriment. Although the restructuring was

not pleasant for the founders. it put the company on sure bus lness and

management footing.
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Industry. When the ban on cyclamates decimated this market, the original

funding was sufficient to support continued product development. In

1970, however, the founders had to seek additional financing. They

secured $500;000 from a midwest venture capital firm. The terms of the

agreement Inc IUded eqlill ty in the company , and conslderab Ie control over

the company's management.

Since the t.nltlal venture cep l te r Investments, the company has

operated on debt fl nancl ng through the commercI a I banks , with guarantees

by the ml dwest venture capl tal company. The companyhasal ways been in

a cash poor position, and anticipates the new high Interest rates will

create many new.problems for the company. Even with the continuing cash

shortage,.the company has actively attempted to increase its product line,

both I nternal I y and through acquisitions. I n1973, the company acquired

a sma I I, strugg II ng company that made pH instruments. Th I sacqul s I tlcin

was accomplished with a little cash, some stock, and a performance

contract with the owner. In 1977, the company·had the opportunity to

acquire a product I I ne from a major manufacturer. Th I sacqu i sit Ion for

a product I I ne of se I f-c Ieanl ng I nstruments was accompI I shed with cash

bOf'rowed from the bank. The company Is stll I paying on this bank loan.

In 1978.' another company was acqu I red to obta Inri ghts to thei r product

line of probe-type magnetic flow meters. This last purchase was for some

cash, some stock, and a royalty agreement.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

YEAR

1972 $

SALES

o

%DIRECT
GOVERNMENT

o

%INDIRECT
GOVERNMENT

o

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

2

1980 $5,000,000 5 5 60
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

Th I s company was organ I zed by two Ind I v I duaIs do I ngadvancEld opt I ca I

research work for a major U.S. electron,lcs firm.

One of the ihdivldualslearned of the heed for an optical quality

contro I dev I ce in theg rad I ng, and qua I I ty contro I cif tree fru its 'I n

the California canning Industry. At the time this grading and quality

control function was being done manually and visually by college students

emp I oyed ror the cann I ng season. The manua I grad I ng of tree +'ru I ts had

al I of the inconsistencies of any process Involving human efforts, but

a I so had a deeper prob Iem I n that the farmers were pa I d for the I I' crops

on the basis of this grading; Obviously, If the farmer did not get top

dollar then he would complain about the grading.

IV ith th f s prob I ern in rn I nd, the twci founders organ I zed a company in

1967 with $150,000 In venture capital collected f rom relatives and friends.

The purpose cbf the company was to develop an optical and mechanical grading

system for tree fruits. The Initial target was to ,be the cling peach

canning process. The partners did develop a product to perform these

functions. Unfortunately, the cyclamate ban hit the cannl,nliJ Industry about

the same time the product was Introduced. The cyclamate ban had a

devastating financial Impact on the canning Industry, and the canning

Industry became much more concerned with financial survival than new

technological Innovation.

Following the col lapse of their original market, the two founders

continued R&D on their product. In 1970, it became necessary for the

two founderS to find additional funding. After along search, the partners

found a midwest venture capital firm wll ling to Invest $500,000. One of

the conditions of the agreement was a revision of the company's management.

The venture capital firm hired a west coast management consultant to act
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The company's current business Is approximatelY 25 percent government

contract, 10 percent indirect government contract procurement, and the

rest Is to the OEM market • The company has, at ver Iousrtlmes , been the

recipient of government R&D contracts, but these contracts have never

resulted In a product. In some cases,they have developed an Idea to

the point of developing detailed manufacturing manuals for the production

of a product, but have gone no further.

The company does not consider patents Important In this business.

They rely on their engineering and marketing ability to remain profitable.

Even though the company could be classified as a smal I business, they

have no knowledge of experience with the so-called small business set-

asides. They compete directly with major companies In the field.

Technology Is generally Introduced In this company through their

field engineers. The Interaction of the compenv t s field engineers and

application engineers with their customers Is considered to be the prime

source of technology.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company's original financing was $300,000 of private venture

capital. In 1969, they received an additional $200,000 in private venture

capital to increase the size of their plant and to buy equipment.

SALES AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

YEAR

1967

1970

1979

SALES

$1",000,000

$8,000,000

%DIRECT
GOVERNMENT

35

30

% INDIRECT
GOVERNMENT

10

10

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

8

26

190
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of prosperity in The en~lneerin~ business.

A f ina If!ictor in the cornpanv ' s success is the rna intenance of

closet Ies with the academ Ic and industr Ia I commun Ities. In order to

keep up with the ri3pldiy changing technology In this field the compi3ny

rei ies on its own staff capability, and staying close to the vi3rlous

professional societies and Industry publ ications. When they encounter

an area in which they feel the need for assistance, they rely on consultants.

As a generi"Ji rule, the consultants they hire are from a local nationally

known university, generi31 Iy fi3culty members. By providing these opp.ortunlties

to the faculty, they hevernanaqed to g,lin cons lderab te lns lqht s into

the capab i I ities of the graduating students. This university happens

tq be fuhe primary source for the company's young employees.
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The company also rocognlzes In their relationship with the government,

the sa Ie or I Icens ingof a governmenta I agency to use the i r software

does not preclude that agency from sharing the technology with other

agencies under the inter-governmental services act.

The company wi I I qu ick IY point out the incons istanc ies In dea I Ing

with the Federal government. As an example, the DOD al lows bid
I

preparatipn costs, the DOE does not. Under most governmental contracts,

Interest ~osts on borrowed money are not an a I Iowab Ie expense. The

theory be!lng payment Is received so promptly, there Is no need for

borrowing. To this, the company points out numerous delays, specifically

one experience in which they waited for payment and when it was finally

ready for the government to print the check, the government computer

broke down. There was an additional three rnonthdelay in printing the

check. In the company's opinion, the only segment of government

that does pay promptly and has consistantly done so is the DOD. On

the other hand, .they fee I the EPA is so bad, they will no longer do

business with them. To further round out and qualify this problem, the

company points out that the ma~imum permissable profit they are able

to negotiate on a government contract is 8 percent•. If you subtract 2

percent for bid preparation and 2 percent for the cost of money, and If

there are no problems and you do receive payment promptly, you might

make 4 percent on the contract.

Another problem sighted by the company has to do with Internal

government communications. This company is in the service business.

As a result, their orientation is to help the customer. On several

occasions, they have encountered situations where the original contract

was not adequate to solve the assigned problem. In working with the

governmental customer, it has been decided to do some additional work,
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

This ~pmp<lny,a~9fl1plJtllr b<l~ed .el)gll)~~rlng servIces ffr-ni-, W<I-S---

formed In 1968. The founders Wlilrlil <III employees of a m<lJor reseerch

org<lnlz<ltlon, <lnd h<ld recognlzlild thlil need to tr<ln~l<ltecurrentenglnlillilrlng

d~t<l Into <I form consistent with modlilrn computltrtechnology. At this

point In time, it had become apparent to the founders that dIgital

technology was, and would continue to be, far superior to the more

convenient analog technology then being used by the eng neering commun.ity.

Thecolnpany as Itwas orl gina I IY formed was based on the convers i on of

engineering problernsso as to be soluble on digitally based computers.

The three founders, one an analytical engineer, one a Ph.D.

electrical engineer, and the last, a mathematical analyst, convinced a

locally based accounting firm to sponsor their initial activities.

As a result, an agreement was reached in which their activities would

form a new management servl ces division of the ,accountIng firm. From

the very beg inn Ing, theaccounti ng firm understood thar If the venture

was successful, the three individuals would eventually leave to form

their ownC:Ompany. The cOncept and the service were immedlptely

successful. ~s a resul t, Within one year, the thr.,., founders had

Incorporated and estab I i shed the i rown bUS i ness

FINANCI ALln STORY

In setting· up their Own husiness, the partners took the ongoing

part 6f th",'previous management services operations, and In return gaye

the accounting firm a note for $240,000. In addition, they Sold $50,000

in stock on a private basis and distributed a limited number of shares

as founders fees, .,tc.

Due to the profitable nature of the company's operations, the

fOunders have not been in the position of having to sel I additional
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CASE #4

COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company was founded In 1965 by scientists from a university

cyclotron lab, who perceived a need for cyclotron units far smaller than

those currently being built. These scientists had Identified several

medical and Industrial uses for sma I ler cyclotrons, which they felt the

country's major nuclear research organizations had completely Ignored In

their pursuit of ever larger cyclotrons.

Unfortunately for the company, the market they had originally

envisioned never materialized. As a result, the company struggled alone,

writing off the accumulated deficit In 1972 (reducing the book value of

the company). This process was repeated In 1976 with one major difference,

the company had made a profit from Its operations for the first time In

1975. With the refinement of Its technology, enhanced by acquisition of

a subsidiary producing neutron tubes, and the broadening of Its markets,

the company has shown steady growth in sales and employment since 1976.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company's original financing was $1 million raised In a public

stock offering the founders made through a public brokerage house. Durin9

the company's first ten years, the company's ad~ltlonal financing consisted

of an Issue of subordinated notes which were la.ter converted Into stock

and a private placement of $200,000 In stock.

The company has also employed some debt financing including a

$1 mil I ion loan for product development from the Bank of America.
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responsible contractors; the others having gone but of business.

This situation a Iso ex Istsl n the operation of f acll Itl es after they

are cornp Ieted . As a resu It, the firm Is wi thdraw'i ng from th Is type

of business.

The company fee Is to a large degree the R&D work they have

pel-formed for the government has not been effect ive. The work has

advanced the state of knowledge in specific areas, but the impact has

been re Iat Ive Iy sma I I, because the research was not a Imed at rea I wor Id

problems. They specifically mentioned the money and time spent on

activated carbon as a fi Iterlng agent, and yet not one plant operatln&

in the U.S. Is using the process.

SIGN I F I CANT EVEfnS P,I1D KEY FACTORS

The two key factors In the company's success have been its ab i I ity

to raise significant amounts of venture capital and the initial concept

of using existing technology to bui Id a systematic problem-'sol'ling

approach.

Whi Ie the company was, and is, oriented to providing a service

that is mandated by government pol icy, the company has also come to

recognize the profit potential In governmental business is very smal I,

and has ceased to provide some services ih the municipal sector.

The company also recognizes the need for continuing research.

Not only do they encourage this type of activity In their divisions,

but they actively recruit to Improve technology. In spec l t lc cases,

the company has made acquisitions to achieve a position based 'on an

Improved technology, or more complete product line.

The company a Iso recogn Izes and Is apparent Iy wi III ng to fund

research and product development even though they admit It takes on average
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COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL HISTORY

The company was founded In 1969 by a successful venture capital ist,

who saw great commercial potential in a systematic application of

existing technologies to the treatment of waste water.

The first act ion of the new firm was to blly a d I v is Ion ofa

major U.S. firm. This company made process equipment for the conflnuous

operations of .var lous Industrles--pulp. paper and mining. The companv

started In the product. business and continues to be In that business

today. This business has formed the basis for the company's operations

in waste water treatment. Whenever possible, the solution to waste

water treatment Is incorporated in the use of the firm's process

equipment, and in many cases is included In the process itself.

At the present time, it Is estimated 75 percent of the company's

divisions carryon some form of"R &D with less than 10 percent of

this effort financed through government grants. The company only h<ls

ten or fifteen contraCts directly with the federal government, and

these have been mostly in the mining field. On the other hand, the

majority of the 'company's business is directly related to federal

pol Icy and to a large extent financed by federal grants. The company

has a l so begun to se I I the i r operat Iona I exper ience on a "turn key"

basis.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The founder had three other successful enterprises and therefore

did not face the normal financing problems associated wltn business

star-t-ups. The founder raised $37 mi Ilion to start the new venture.

Of the initial investment, $4 mi I I ion was contributed by an aerospace

firm that had been involved with waste water problems for some time.
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FINAI,C IAL HISTORY

The company's initial funding of $75,000 came equally from two

private investors and the university, in exchange for stock.

In 1975, the company sold an additional $150,000 in stock to

attain·some liquidity for the Initial investors. This is the only

other equity money in the company. With this smal I equity base, it

is not surprising the company has developed the management posture

of requiring outside financing of its R&D efforts, but does

consider them a direct relmburseable expense. To some extent, the

company. has received R&D funds from private foundations but more

typically they are government sponsored.

SALES AND EMPLOYt~ENTH ISTORY

YEAR

1972

1973

1979

SALES

$ 898,000

$1,308,000

$8,324,000

%DIRECT
GOVERNMENT

100

100

60

%INDIRECT
GOVERNMENT

o

o

5

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

32

47

200

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

This company would not have been started, nor would It continue

to operate without government involvement. The initial research was

sponsored to a large degree either directly or Indirectly by government

grants. Current research is largely government funded; and the products

are sold in government supported markets.

The products being developed and sold are targeted at the nation's

handicapped citizens. It Is dlfOcult to Imagine this much research

and development taking place without government support. While a

number of the developments have some commercial application, this type

of an organization, focused on the needs of the handicapped, would not
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND KEY FACTORS

The company wou Id not be Inbusl ness today without the or Igina I

government sponsored R&D contract. However, the dependence proved

to be a double-edged sword, .and almost caused the company to go out

of business four years after Its founding.
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Based on their Initial success In the gas analyzer produd area, the

company attempted to enter the auto emission market In 1974. Unfortunately,

th Is product did not gal n wIde acceptance until the 1979-80 peri od, when

the company began to sel I their product to the automotive OEM market for

Incorporation Into larger untts.

The two produd I Ines ref Iecr In many ways the character of the

founders that run them. The medical pumping technology has remained

largely a research type organization, relying on R & 0 contracts with

only minor efforts toward developing a commerCIal application. This

division has relied on In-house technology and Its growth has beenslbw.

The gas spectrometer business haS been more aggressive In developing

specific products with commercial potential. In this case, the division

has re I led heav II y on spec If Ic recru it Ing effortstb speed up the growth

of technology. Growth in thts division has been spectacular In the last

few years, after a slow start.

FINANCIAL HISTORY

The company's Initial financing was $250,000 In private equity

funds. In 1972, there was a change In the equity position of the company

that reflected a desire on the part of the original Investors to achieve

some degree of liquidity rather than a significant change of ownership.

This transaction, nevertheless, resulted In another $250,000 of new

equity monies.

By 1976, the company's combined sales had reached the $1 mil lion

level and the original Investors were cal led upon to put in an additional

$100,000 In equity money. These funds were used to help cover the cash

flow needs of the company.

In 1979, the company's sales had reached the $2 mil lion level and

the original Investors were once again called on for an additional $200,000
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4.4 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Most of the numerical Information which lent Itself to tabulation

appears In the TabIes. A d rscuss Ion of the major find Ihgs Incl udIng

some more sUbjective and less quantlfl:able results, as well CiS conclusions

about the original hYpotheses of this study appear In Section 2. Discussions

were heId among the pr Inc Ipa I Interv Iewers to exchange percept Ions about

the Information obtained and other less tangible factors, and to see

whether Isolated anecdotal Information had more general significance.

Although the nature of a set of case studies Implies limited, Individualized

Information, the analysis performed was aimed at providing an overview

of the company histories. The goal WCiS to Identify some of the factors

most cr It Ica I to success, as we I I as ways In wh lch changes In government

polIcy could encourage the formation and growth of these companies.
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year of founding -- divided Tnto three general eras,

post Wor'l d War I Ito spurn i k (1957>,

Sputnik to late 1960's, and from

late 1960's to present.

markets current Iy served -- Inc Iuded commerc la I ,governrnent

both geheraland<mliitary, and

foreign.

governmerlt R& D. fund Ing -- inc Iuded both c IvI I Ian and rn II Itary

agencies.

type of products -- Included service, proprietary

product with patent protection,

specialty, consumer, Industrial.

Very few founders refused to participate in the study, although scheduling

difficulties sometimes made It necessary to eliminate a company.

4.2 INTERVIEW WITH FOUNDER

Interviews were generally conducted by teams of two people which

provided several useful advantages and safeguards. Most Interviews lasted

One to two hours. One person directed the discussion to the most salient

points, concentrated on follow on questions and made sure that all aspects

of concern were covered. The other acted as observer .and recorder so that

when the interview was concluded, all Important Information was ready

for the next step. In addition, a more accurate Interpretation of what

was meant is likely when two people can compare Impressions and facts

gathered earlier. The person to be Interviewed was sent a letter

explaining the study and Its areas of interest. In many instances, we

,...--~
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Is done. Contract requirements and auditing procedures

should be commensurate with the size of the contract.

3. An effective mechanism needs to be developed to provide

accurate assessments of the probable Impact of proposed

polley and regulatory changes on small beslness. Such

assessments should include possible secondary effects and

recommendations to alleviate hardship.

4. Tax Incentives for Investors to provide high risk, early

funding for small high technology companies should be

Increased. It Is necessary to make the rewards

sufficient to attract Investors away from other lower

risk, high reward Investments such as real estate.

5. Mechanisms should be established for a founder or early

investor to sel lout to another Individual or small

company rather than to a large publ ic company without

dlsasterous tax consequences.



NUMBER OF TEAM INDIVIDUAL
CURRENT SALES COMPANIES FOUNDERS FOUNDERS

< $ 5 Million 14 7 7-
$6 - 20 Million 9 9 0

$21-100 Million 6 4 2

> $100 Mi II ion 4 3-

N....

33 23

TABLE 5

IND I V!DUAL OIFTEAM FOUNDERS

10



Boston

Milwaukee

San Franc! ScO

FOUNDED

1946-1957

1958-1968

1969-1978

UNDER
$190,000

5

4

o

4

4

9

$100,000
to

$J Mifl ion

5

2

7

2

9

3

14

TABLE 4

$1 Mi Ilion
to

$6 Mi II ion

4

o

3

3

3

7

OVER
$6 Mi II ion.

o

o

2

N
N

AMOUNT OF TOTAL INVESTMENT TO DATE

Based on those companies where total was known or could be estimated

I
.J
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2.6 PERIOO OF FOUNDING VARIATIONS

The most obvious difference between the companies founded in various

periods was the use of governmentR & D funds. Most of the companies

founded before 1963 had a significant proportion of government sales in

their Initial period. 62 percent of them had government sales of at

least 80 percent for the first year of sales. Of the companies founded

In 1963 or later, only 25 percenthad government safes of over 50 percent

In the first year.

In

There were a number of companies

- -"-.-

cases a university played a major

performed under government grants.
I..._.~

at MIT, the university encouraged

role In the history of the company.

Often, the ormglnal research was

started to pursue the results of research done at universities, although

other cases, especially apparent

generally a significant amount of development work was stili required.

-c- 2. Z"""uNfvERS'iTy"'f~~b~~;~;~~-~"
R;>,;/"'/;': an extraord Inary number of
/'

/"',/

/'

,/,

\ faculty members to do outside consulting work for Industry. When the

"~" consu It Ing work beg Ins to mushroom, co I Ieagues or students

'~<>.J)~and soon a company I s born. ___

Fo;-;;;;;;;pan"I';;e;cs-rlnn-e-'x"'f""r"'e"'mn.ei1lr.:y;oa;;:ld-;;v:;;a;:;n;:-ce;;-d;:;-:t;::e::c~h~n:;oIogIes, a cont InuIng

relationship with the academic community not only keeps the senior

staff Informed of new research deVelopments, but helps the company

acquire the most competent technical persornel.

2.8 FINANCIAL RESOURCES

A Iarge number of the cases stud Ied requ Ired severa I Insus lons of

capital as they grew. Most of the capital In the early years was to
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2.5 GEOGRAPHIC VARiATIONS

......,------,-_.__.._..,~

vast majority of theBo~ton area firms used technology from university

laboratories and developed with federal research and development grants

Several characteristic differences emerged between the three regions.

The most striking is the role of government R & ~ ~•
...-'--'-"-" ..... ~

~~TabIEl'S-So~rcesof Technology, it is Immediately apparent that theXI
~

for its initial product. There was evidence of general reluctance in the

Milwaukee area to use government contract funds. On the other hand, it was

the Mi Iwaukee area firms that made use of SBA loan guarantees and other

kinds of government assistance programs.

In the Boston area, several of the firms received some Of their

early financing from the same venture capital firm. This firm specialized

In providing high risk money to Innovative high technology companies

tha'f c:ould potentially make a significant contribution to both society

and the econOmy. One founder spec I fiCa I I Y maMreference to the

Importanceofthl s source l'>f"paf lent money," an I nves tor who, understood

how long It takes to get new technology to payoff.

On the other hand, the Milwaukee area companies rarely made use of

venture capital sources to finance their buslnessgrowfh. It Is not

clear whethEl1' this source Is simply not avallatllegeneral'y, not

available for Innovative companies, not acceptable fo thefoi.lnders or

our salllple<was unrepresentative. SOlJrceSOfcapital generally used

were founder's and their h;ilatlves,bank loans, and,in sOme cases,fhe

public market.

l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~·
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with a .preponderance of replys on the crucial side of the spectrum.

Hypothesis 4: Most of.thecost.of Innovation.occurs. not In the

initial research stage. but rather In the later phase of development.

manufacturing and marketing.

Most,of these firms have experienced great difficulty going

from the research .stage.lnto the dave Iopment, manufactur Ingand

marketing stage. Six of the companies either sub-contract their

manufacturing or simply avoid It altogether, choosing to do only

R&D; AI I of these firms cite costs as the reason they chose

not to go Into production. Of the cOIllpanles that now do their

own production. virtually all cited the crippling transition

between R&D and bringing a product to the market. A reading of

the individual cases makes the situation clearer, especially when

you consider that time means money.

Hypothesis 5: In those Instances where the government was not the

ultimate buyer of products developed. government R&D contract

money alone was insufficient to accomplish successful commerciall·zation.

This was difficult to measure since money earned on one project

could be used to fund other activities for the company without a

c lear Identification Of what happened. Also, outside capital

frequently was used to deal with cash flow problems. Nevertheless,

one measure of financial need is how much cap tal was obtained.

Of the 33 companies examined, 16 of these received capital

from the founder(s}.

13 of the 33 used some form of venture capital at least once.
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2.4 'EVALUATiON OF WORKING HYPOTHESES

As part of the proposal for this research project, several

hypotheses were formulated. This section contains a discussion of

the extent to which each was confirmed or rej~cted by the study.

Hypothesis 1: A long gestation period Is required between the

conception of an Idea and profitable sales ofa high technology

Invention.

For the companies where relevant Information Is available,

the hypothes Isis strong Iy supported. The fo I lowing are exemp Ies

taken from the case studies:

"I n 1965, It was dec Ided to try to producae tracer to allow

a machine to make copies of complex tools •• , However, It was

several years before this tracer was accepted by Industry."

"The founder •••.had· been Ioak Ing for a good product Idea,

and In ~'69, started working on a specific product In his basement•••

It took over threeyearsto perfect the technology sufficiently to

begIn real operation of the company."

'~Whlle the company began to deve Iop some marketab Ie Ins'trumerrt

atlon within a year of founding, many aspects of the companies

permeat Ion and II quId chromatography took cons lderab Iy longer to

develop."

"Despite the companies trEll11eridoiJsR &D expenditures, many of

the fouriders orlglriallde~s (foiJnded In 1946) are just now coming

to frUition while others cOuld remain In the research stage far
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rejection of the new In favor of safer known products or processes even

where the new products promise to be 100 percent better. In several

Instances, companies have been forced to go abroad to gain acceptance

for products that would have been of great benefit to the United States

(See Case 7),

~ 2.3.3 UNSOL ICITED PROPOSALS

The Importance of the government's willingness to fund unsolicited

proposals was .mentioned repeatedlY. When companies come up with creative

new solutions to existing problems. it Is through the funding of an

unsolicited proposal that these new Ideas can be explored and tested.

Several of the companies developed significant new areas of

technology useful both to the government and to society through government

funding of unsolicited proposals. especially In the 1950's and early

1960's. The technical development generally took several years and

while results continually flowed out and were evaluated. the projects

were funded with long-term results as the goal..

Unfortunately, In recent years this source of funding has almost

completely disappeared. If the proposed research does not fit Into a

wei I defined segment of the current research strategy of a government

agency, no mechanism exists to permit Its funding, regardless of Its merit.

Companies can survive by providing Incremental Information and developing

the appropriate Instrumentation to moveal9ng an existing, government

supported technology. But the radically new ways of solving problems

are not given a reasonable chance to prove their validity. The current

cllmate. with Its tight R&D bUdgets that must be defended as mission
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for awarding It, as well as the amount available, can change on a moments

nor lceo Abrupt changes In government research, f Isca I and procurement

policies have posed severe problems for many of the companies in our study.

While certain valid Justifications existed for these changes, they are

usually promulgated without consideration of the probable effects, either

primary or secondary, on the sma I I business sector of the economy. In

1965, the ,Mansfield Amendment required that Department of Defense funded

R&D be mission oriented, 1.e., focused on the VietNam War effort. 0.0.0.

SUddenly terminated all long-term research projects. Many companies,

even those with excellent performance records, faced wrenching readjustments

or bankruptcy (s,ee Case 16).

In the late, 1960's" Congress reacted to the disturbances on .many

college campuses by cutting back funding for university research,

esPecially equipment funds. Several companies In the study sold capital

equipment primarily to university ,fac.llities. Suddenly they ,had 50

percent or more of their sales vanish overnight. In our cases, the

foreign research facll It,leskept the companies from failing, but there

are probably other companies that did not survive, (see Cases 4 and 21).

~.5.2 PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS

Providing R&D sJ~v Ic::estothe Federa I government requ Ires very

different orientation and strategy from developing a standardized

coemercla l product or service. Companies that have trledto do both and

succeeded are rare, most have failed. Those that have succeeded tend

to have divided the company activities and responsibilities, frequently

using separate divisions or even a subsidiary for one or the other of the

areas (see Cases 1, 22 and 25).
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NUMBER OF PERCENT AVERAGE
ADDITIONAL JOBS OF TOTAL TOTAL ANNUAL GROWTH

EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT CREATED DURING NUMBER OF PERCENT RATE DURING
YEAR FOUNDED 1974 1979 FIVE YEAR PERIOD JOBS CREATED INCREASE FIVE YEAR PERIOD

1946-1957 18,477 26,497 8,020 47.2 43.4 7;5
7 companies

1958-1968 2.,048 4,774 2,726 16.0 133.1 18.4
17 companies

1969-1978 3,275 9,534 6,259 36.8 191. 1 23.8
9 companies

TOTAL 23,800 40,805 17,005

TABLE 2

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH

100.00 71.4 11 .4
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2. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

2.1 TECHNOLOG ICAL CONTR IBUTI ON

Perhaps the most compe l l lnq finding is the enormous technological

contribution these companies have made toward the solution of our nation's

social and economic problems. The majority of companies have, at some time

In their history, produced a useful, technologically advanced product or

process that has contributed to our country's technical preemlnance and

economic strength.

One company developed Instrumentation that so reduced the speed and

cost of blood tests for lead poisoning that large scale screenings are not

on~y possible but now regularly performed throughout the nation. Another

company developed an artificial kidney which represented such an Improvement

over extant methods of kidney dialysis that It Is now the most widely used

In the nation. This company has subsequently applied the same basic

membrane technOlogy to Industrial chemlcai separation. The Increased

efficiencies of the new processes have reduced costs for Industry and

opened a new market for the technology with tremendous potential sales

and employment. A third example of technological achievement Is that of

the company whose acoustical engineering work for NACA led eventually to

the acoustical design of most commercial jet airplanes and airports.

Other companies have developed communl~ation aids for the handIcapped,

methods for mon Itor Ing poI Iut Ion In the atmosphere, microprocessors for

controlling energy usage and waste water treatment equipment. In short,

these companies are essential to our nation's technical and economic

strength; the Importance of stimulating their growth and formation

cannot be over~estimated.
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a short time. This project was to try to identify some of the reasons

why one group of high technology companies survived, and whether the

government played any significant role In their development. The

hypotheses Include some issues unrelated to government Involvement, which

we believe are key elements In achieving the successful commercialization

of new technological products and processes. Thehyp6theses chosen were

as follows:

Hypothesis 1: A long gestation period Is required between the

conception of an Idea and profitable sales of a high technology

Invention.

Hypothesis 2: Government R&D contracts provided an Important

source of cash flow required during the early years of a significant

percentage of these hlgh,technology companies.

Hypothesis 3: Government R&D contracts provided an Important

sourCe of funding for the development of technology and expertise

used commercially by the company.

Hypothesis 4: Most of the cost of Innovation occurs not In the

Initial research stage, but rather In the laterphase6f development,

manufacturing and marketing.

Hypothesis 5: In those Instances where the government was not the

Ultimate buyer of products developed, government R&D contract

money alone was Insufficient to accomplish successful commercialization.

Hypothesis 6: Market forces were the critical factor In successful

commercialization. Technology push without market forces was
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with such areas as patent rights, procurement regUlations and tax Incentives.

However, It Is very difficult to predict the probable Impact of these

changes and whether they wII I have any of tile desl red effect. The·most

useful guide that can be made available Isan evaluation of the Importance

of various relevant factors for company survival and growth In the past.

1.2 OVERALL RESEARCH PLAN

This project was to prepare case studies of the early stages of the

evolution and growth of 33 currently successful, Innovative high technology

companies. The primary source of Information was an Interview with a

founder of the company. Of particular Importance were examinations of

the factors Integral to their commercial success and the role, if any,

played by government research and development contracts In the company

histories. Other areas that were explored Included amounts, sources and

timing of financing source of the technology, and employment history.

The companies that participated are located In the Boston, San Francisco

Bay and Milwaukee areas. They were chosen to span a large number of

technological fields and were founded between 1946 and 1978. Table 1

shows the geographic and. year of founding distribution of the 33 companies

Included In this study. The selection process, as well as other details

of procedure and methodology, are discussed in detail In the section

entitled Research Methodology.

1.3 WORKING HYPOTHESES

A number of hypotheses were formUlated to focus the research on

some specific factors whose relative Importance could be examined. It
1

Is weHknown and recently verified again that most companies fall within

1
David L. Birch, The Job Generation Process, Cambridge, 1979.
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